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Young Wild West Racing a flood

•
./

OR, ARIETIA SHOOTING THE RAPIDS
By AN OLD 3COUT

CHAPTER I.-The Beautiful Little Valley.

It was on one of the fine days that are sometimes found in the month of March, when Young
Wild West and the friends who traveled with him
in search of excitement and adventure came to a
beautiful little vallev that nestled in the mountains of the southeastern part of New Mexico.
The afternoon was pretty well advanced, and
when they halted at the top of a cliff and looked
down upon the cheering scene below them they
showed no little satisfaction, for all day the way
had been rough, with nothing to break the monotony of lonesome traveling on horseback.
At the time of which we are writing, New Mexico was included in the vast tract that was known
as the Wild West. Certainly it was wild enough
where we find our hero and his fearless companions at the opening of this story. But Young Wild
West wanted wildness. It came as a second nature to him to always be courting danger, more
, especially when he thought there was a chance of
doing some good. Having won the title of Champion Deadshot of the West, the boy had become
known far and near, and being daring, even unto
recklessness, his deeds were bound to make him
famous.
·
Mounted upon his splendid sorrel stallion Spitfire, his long, light hair. hanging over his shoulders, and his sombrero tipped well back upon his
head, the young deadshot surely made the picture
of a true ·boy hero of the West. Beside him, on
her white broncho, Snowflake, was Arietta Murdock, his girl sweetheart--a real girl of the West,
who was as beautiful as she was skillful and daring. The boy and girl looked down into the valley
below in silence for fully half a minute, and then
Wild said:
"Looks pretty nice down there, eh, Et? I reckon
the1·e must be plenty of game to be shot there, and
I'm dead sure that there's an abundance of fruit.
I hardly expected to find such a snug little valley
as this up in these mountains."
"It surely is a little out of the ordinary, Wild,"
the girl answered, and then she turned to their
companions, who were sitting on the backs of
their hornes a short distance away, and added:
"A pleasant scene, isn't it?"
"I reckon it is," Cheyenne Charlie, th.e scout,
answered, quickly. "I jest spied a couple of deer

runnin' through the woods down there. Might be
a .good idea to go down an' try an' git a shot at
one. Most likely we'll camp there, anyhow. How
about it, Wild?"
"If I don't change my mind after getting down
there, we certainly will camp the1·e until to-morrow, Charlie," Young Wild West answered.
The scout nodded approvingly, and ' then after
giving the ends of his long black mustache a
twist, and brushing back his wealth of hair, he
nodded to Anna, his wife, and said:
"Well, gal, you ain't said a word. But I reckon
it will suit you ~wn there. Some of the trees
looks as though tney've got oranges on 'em. But
they may be mighty bitter ones, 'cause I've seen
that happen very often. You would jest like to
have an orange to suck on now, I know."
This caused a laugh from all hands, and Jim
Dart, the boy who with Cheyenne Charlie made
the partners of the dashing young deadshot
laughingly touched Eloise Gardner, his sweet:
heart, on the arm, for she was close enougl, to
him to permit him to do so, and told her that she
might have an orange, too.
The six we have mentioned did not make up
the party altogether, for there were two Chinamen who were employed by them as servants.
They were brothers named Hop Wah and Wing
Wah, and while neither seemed to take any particul3:r interest in the beautiful little valley, they
certamly acted as if they were ready and willing
to do anything that was told them. When Young
Wild West turned from the cliff and rode along
close to its edge, the rest followed as a matter of
course, the two Chinamen bringing up the rear
and leading a couple of well-loaded pack-horses
behind•them.
•
Used to the mountains, it was quite easy for
our hero to pick out the way to get down into the
valley. He did not have to go very far along the
edge of tl1e cliff before he found a rather steep
descent. Down he went, the rest followipg in
single file, and thtm after making a sharp turn to
the_ right, a sort of natural path was struck,
which he knew pretty well would lead them right
upon the ground below. Probably the distanee
from the top of the cliff to the lowest part of the
valley might have been five hundred feet.
It was a steep cliff, too; it continued for t.he
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distance of a full mile, as far as they were able of the saddle. This done, he tied a lariat about
to see. At the further end it sloped upward the animal's neck, and t.hen removed the bridle.
sharply, showing a mixture of jagged rocks and - "Now then, gal," he said to her, "jest lead your
vegetation common to that region. On the opJjo- nag along the bank a little distance an' tie him
site the slope was mot·e gradual and thickly wood- to a tree. He's got a good forty feet of rope there,
ed. To the left they could not see just how it wa , an' if he can't find enough to eat in that length
for a bend in the cliff shut off their view.
from now till mornin', he oughter go hungry."
Of course, there was a stream of water flowing
Anna laughingly took the lariat from his hand,
through the valley. If there had not been it would and did as he dhected her. Before she had .finishhardly have been called a beautiful one. This ed the rest were doing the same thing with their
stream was wide enough for a small lake at one horses while Hop Wah and Wing Wah were busy
place, but they could see how it wound away in relieving the pack animals of their loads. Certhe form of a creek toward the southwest, only to tainly it was an ideal spot for camping, but as far
be shut from view by the bend in the cliff just as that went, there might have been fifty more
mentioned. It did not take more than five or six places just as good in the valley.
minutes for them to get to the foot, for there was
In about ten minutes the horses had been taken
nothing rough or dangerous enough to cause them care of, with the exception of the paclc-horses.
to stop on the way. Once they got the1:e, all hands Charlie and Jim took them from the two Chinacame to a halt and looked upward.
men, and then Young Wild West said:
"How does it look up there?" Young Wild West
"Now then, Hop, I reckon you and Wing have asked, laughingly. "I reckon some folks would got time esough to put up the tents before we
call that a mighty pretty scene. But when we start to get the supper . ready. It's only four
were there we thought it very common."
o'clock, so Wing will have plenty of time to fix us
"Oh, it's sartinly a fine scene all right, I up with baked potatoes, corn muffins, and whats'pose," the scout retorted, with a shrug of the ever he has in the way of meat to broil by the
shoulders. · "But ·we ain't the sort of people what time it's six o'clock."
"Lat light, Misler Wild," Hop answered. "My
takes stock in fine scenes. All we want is to have
somethin' keep happenin' all the time so we don't blother velly goodee cook, so be. But he allee
git sleepy ir.i the day-time. The night-time is all samee fool Chinee, too. He no likee me. Me velly
right for sll!epin', but in the day there must be smartee Chinee."
"I 1·eckon that will do, Hop!" Cheyenne Charlie
somethin' goin' on. Here we've.been ridin' all day
long, --an' we never seen anything bigger than a exclaimed, making out that he was angry at what
jack-rabbit to shoot at till we got here. Then, as the Celestial said. "I've told you about four hundred times that it don't sound right to hear you
I told yer when we was on the cliff up there, I
happened to see a couple of de~ runnin' through braggin' about yourself all the time. You're althe trees down here. Most likely they're up on the ways sayin' that you're a very smart Chinee.
other side an' a couple of miles away by this time, Most any one what knows you would be willing
'cause a dee1 kin sartinly run. The1·e's only one to admit that you are, but that don't say that you
thing kin beat it, an' that's an antelope, they say. have got to keep telli'n' about it all the tfme."
"Lat allee light, Mi sler Charlie. You allee
But blame me if I think there would be much difamee velly smartee Melican man, , o be. Me
\ ference if a real race could be run off between a
likee you velly muchee."
couple of 'em."
·
"Shet up," and the scout picked up an empty
No one ventured to contradict what the scout
said, a,nd when the young deadshot started on pail that had been taken from one of the pack· again they followed him until they reached the horses and let it drive at the Chinaman.
Hop nimbly ducked his head, and the result was
shore of the little fake.
·
"Gal, I reckon them ain't oranges, after all," that the pail fell into the ,Yater at a distance of
Cheyenne Charlie said, with a laugh, as he point- probably six or eight feet from the bank.
"Hip hi! Ha, ha, h'a! He, he, he!" Hop laughed to a little grove of trees that were loaded with
EOme sort of fruit about the size of ordinary ed, uproariously. "Now then, Mi ler Charlie, you
or<inges and of a greenish-yellow hue. "Them's gittee um pail velly quickee."
"I will, eh? I reckon you'll git it. Hurry up
tl'I'.\ bitter things I was tellin' you about. If you
d<\'h't believe it, jest bite into one. You'll t.l}ink now, or off goe a couple of inches of your pigY"U struck an old-fashioned mock orange, sich as tail."
The scout smiled grimly as he pulled a gun and
I've seen growin' in old ,vyomin' arou.._nd the doors
turned it toward the laughing Chinaman.
of a ranch house."
"Mi ler Wild I" Hop cried, appealingly, as he
"I hardly think I'll taste any of them, Char- turned to the young deadshot.
"Me 110 wantee
lie," his · wife. answered, as she dismounted. I no- gittee wet, so be."
tice there's something here that is very good for
"Stop thi nonsense, Hop," wa · the quick reply.
the horses, though. Just see how mine is trying to "There is no need of you getting wet. Just use
,ret at it."
one of the tent poles, and pull
pail in. Charlie,
She alluded to a luxuria11t growth of grass, I reckon you had better let upthe
him until after
which was just the kind that horses of the West we get thing,; in shape. I never on
feel just right unwm thrive upon.
til I see things looking the way they should.
"Goin' to stop right here, Wild!" Charlie asked, Everything is upside down here now, so it's no
as he made a move to dismount.
time for fooling."
"I reckon this is as good a place as any, Char"That's jest what I was thinkin', Wild," Charlie," was the reply.
lie answered, just as if he really had thought that
"All right, then."
- way all along. "I reckon I'll git the pail, all right.
Charlie leaped lightly to the ground, and then I chucked it at the heathen's head, an' it went
he o.uickly turned to Anna's horse and relieved it into the water."
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He was not long in obtaining the pail from the
"Much obliged to you for this here bird, kids,"
water, and then the work of putting up the tents he said, a broad grin on his face. "I was jest
was pushed rapidly, the result being that in less lookin' for a chance to shoot somethin' for my supthan half an hour from the time they came to a per. But you have sorter saved me the trouble."
halt in the valley everything was in proper sha pe.
Then he, grinned impudently and stepped over
Dry wood was to be obtained in abu:rfclance, and to where the partridge lay upon the ground, and
the two Chinaman soon gather ed enough to last picked it up.
them till ·the follo~ing day. Then '~ing set about
"Hold on a minute," Wild said, in the cool and
to make preparations for the evening meal. Ariet- easy way that had helped make hitn famous. "Just
ta, who had been assisting Anna and Elbise in let me look a t that bird, will you? I tried to shoot
fixing up things _in the . smaller of the two tents, the head from it."
which was occupied by the three, now came out
"If you tried to do that, you sartinly done it,
carrying a shotgun. ·
kid. The best part of the head's gone," and th'en
"What now, little girl?" the young dead shot the f ellow turned to walk away with it.
asked, looking at her and smiling.
l'his was a little more than Young Wild West
"We have over an hour before supper will be could stand. As quick as a flash he leaped forready," was the reply. "Don't it strike you that / ward, and catching him by the collar of his shirt
there might be some birds close by? There's a ):mlled him back so suddenly that the man's head
short thicket over there that looks just like a feed- flew back, causing him to lose his hat.
ing ground for partridges or quail."
"See here, my friend," the boy said, his eyes
"Quite right there are a few there, Et. Want to flashing. "I reckon you're a bit too fresh. You
try your luck?"
.
can't have that bird."
"I was thinking of that. A broiled quail
"I can't, i:h? Well, we'll blame soon see about
wouldn't go very bad for supper. Probably we that. Come on, boys. Hurry up. Here's a couple
· may not have to go more than two 01· three hun- of kids from the camp over there. They've tackdred yards from the camp to get them."
led me, an'.want to rob me, I guess."
"All right. Let somebody come with the other
Then there was a crashing in the bushes and
shot-gun, and we'll see wh t we can do."
four more men suddenly appeared, carrying riflea
Eloise Gardner promptly ·an into the tent, and in their hands.
came out with the weapon altuded to. Like Arietta'.s, it was a double-ba1Teled shot-gun, and just
the thing to shoot birds on the wing: Neither
CHAPTE,R II.-An Exhibition of Fancy
Young Wild West nor his partners ever bothered
Shooting.
with a sh'ot-gun much. Their weapons were rifles
or the six-shooters they carried.
Evidently it had been planned that the villainAll were crack shots, but Wild, of course, led ous fellow should leave his four com_panions in th&
them in all kinds of shooting, since he had kept bushes while he stepped before the two boys to
practicing since he was a boy old enough to hold claim the partridge. But if he thought that
a gun out straight. Seeing that his sweetheart Young Wild West and, Jim Dart were going to
was going to hunt for birds, Jim Dart got his show fear he was a whole lot mistaken.
rifle and came alo!}g. Straight for the thicket
They were used to all sorts of surprises, and it
Arietta had mentioned they made their way, and was seldom indeed that they were not ready to
they had barely reached it when a partridge flew meet with any situation that confronted them.
up; making a whirring sound that was quite Wild was holding his rifle pointed at the ground
enough to startle one not used to it.
as the four men suddenly appeared from the
Bang! Young Wild West's sweetheart took a bushes. But as quick as a flash he raised it and
quick aim and brought the bird down before it thrust the muzzle right .against the breast of the
was half out of range. ' Then two more flew up . man who had called the others to the scene.
and Eloise shot one of them quite easily. The
"If you. want to die just say so," he said. "I
other instead of alighting on the ground flew to reckon I'll be able to settle you before those fela tree about a hundred yards away, and sat upon lows can do anything."
,
the limb moving its head back and forth as if it
;,If he had told the other four to stop still in
was undecided just what to do.
their tracks the effect could not have been ·great"Well, girls, you have got two. I'll see if I er. They all saw what was likely to happen to
can't bring that fellow down from the tree," the their friend, and they came to a halt instantly.
young deadshot said, in his cool and easy way.
Jim had not been idle all this time, and his rifle
· Then he raised the rifle to his shoulder and, was pointing their way.
taking a quick aim, pulling the trigger. Crack!
"Do you really intend to take that bird you just
The sharp report rang out and echoed through the picked up?" Wild asked, in his cool and easy way,
valley and the bird dropped to the ground.
as he gave a slight push with his rifle.
"Jim," Wild said, nodding to his boy partne1·,
"Look out," came the startled reply. "The gun
"I reckon you'll find that fellow without a head. might go off."
I knew if I hit him in the body that the bird
"It certainly will go off if you don't dro that
wuuld not be worth much for eating. He was partridge."
moving his head slightly when I fired, but I rathThe bird dropped to the ground instantly.
"Now then, you fellows," the young deadshot
er think I got him just right. We'll soon see."
He Jed the way to the tree, followed by Jim, said, just the vestige _of a smile on his handsome
while Arietta and Eloise went to pick up the birds face, "drop your gune and hold up your hands.
they had shot. Just as the two boys reached the Be mighty quick about it, too, or my partner will
tree a roughly-dressed man, who was as dirty as certainly begin pumping lead your way."
he was evil-looking, came from the bushes and
"Hold on," one of the four said, earnestly. "We
looked at _them questioningly.
wasn't g-oin' to hurt you kids any ''
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· "No, of course not. You simply were going to
llave a little fun with us,, But it wouldn't work.
Do as I say, or I'll blow a hole through this .friend
e>f yours in a jiffy."
"Do as he says, boys," came from the frightened villain's lips. "It's all a mistake."
Dowri went the rifles of the four men, and up
went their hands . . Wild and Jim were perfect
masters of the situation, and the young deadshot
laughed lightly as he withdrew the rifle from the
man's breast. Of course the latte1· had rai ed his
hands, for he was now the most frightened one
of l;he lot. The young deadshot coolly picked up
the partridge, and holding it up so Jim could have
.
s good look at it, said:
, "There he is, Jim. I certainly took the biggest
part of his head away."
"A fine shot you made, Wild," came from the
l>ushes behind them, and then Arietta, shot-gun in
land, boldly walked upon the scene.
Eloise came out of the bushes, but (l.id not venture any further, for she Wl,!S considerably fright,ened at seeing the five villains there . . The young
cl.eadshot's sweetheart. walked right up to where
.
lhe boy was standing.
"Tried to take the bird from you, eh, Wild?"
she said, just as if it was nothing extraordinary,
1hat had happened.
"That's right, little girl. But he didn't ~et
away with it. He called his gang to a ssist him.
·
But that did him no good, either."
"Of ·course it didn't do him any good, Wild. I
aw nearly all that happened, and I was just
ready to discharge both barrels at the scoundrels.
But when I saw how easily you ·and Jim were
managing them I just waited in the bushes and
watched. Come on, Eloise. Don't be afraid of the
Yi.Hains. You see what cowards they are. Five of
them could not do a thing to Wild and Jim, even
hough they had all the chance in the world."
Eloise came a little closer. She was very timid,
l\ut when her boy lover nodded to her, she walked
•P and stpod at his side, taking care to keep the
hot-gun she had in her hand pointed toward the
imen.

"What are you going to do with them Wild?"
Arietta a sked, after ·a pause, a s she looked con·
ilemptuously at the five.
"If Charlie were here just now he would tell
JOU what ought to be done with them. He would
<advise hanging them, which no doubt they all de,erve. You don't often see a more villainous lookset then these fellows are. Why, I haven't the
llleast doubt but what they had planned to rob u s.
One of ttiem remarked that they had seen ou1·
·
·
camp."
"vVe ain't no thieves," the man who had first ap.1eared declared. "I jest thought it would be
>JOrter smart like to take that bird away from you.
J seen you when you shot it, an' when it tumbled
.!from the tree I run ahead to git it. My pards
iadn't thought you was goin' to shoot me."
"I didn't say anything about shooting you be:fore you called them, you sneaking coyote! I don't
ielieve a word you say. I reckon the proper thing
tor me to do is to make an example of you. You
.rome on now, and I'll show you something in the
way of fancy shooting. Jim, just see that the
.the1's come, too. Et, you keep them covered, and
Mone of them dares to turn to run away, put both
larrels in him."

mg

"I ce1tainly will do it, Wild," the girl declared,
and she shot a glance at the men that meant a
whole lot.
Wild now drew a revolver, and slinging the rifle
over his shoulder, motioned for the leader, for
the man who had first appeared undoubtedly acted in that capacity, to walk on ahead of him. After hesitating for a moment, he o):>eyed.
"Come on," Jim said, touching a man with the
rifle.
The rest followed. Then straight to the camp
the five villains were conducted, their rifles being
left upon the ground where they had dropped
them. Cheyenne Charlie gave vent to a shout of
surprise when he saw them coming.
"What in thunderation is this ?" he said, a s he
pulled a gun from the hol&ter and started toward
them.
Anna and the two Chinamen looked somewhat
alarmed, but when they saw that there was no
danger 1 since the five villains were holding their
hands above their heads as they advanced, they
merely waited to learn what the outcolne would
be. ·
"vVell, Charlie, you missed it," the young deadshot said, in his cool and easy way, as he nodded
and smiled at the astonished scout. "This fellow,"
giving the man he w1s forcing along a punch in the ribs with the muzzle of his revolver, "tried to
make a little trouble for us. I shot a partridge
from a tree over there, and he tried to claim it.
When I told him he couldn't have it he called the
other four villains from the bushes. Then we took
charge of them all in the proper way."
"The measly coyotes!" the scout exclaimed, hia
eyes flashing. "The looks of 'em is enough. \Ve
had better hang 'em all to that big tree over there1
an' then shoot 'em full of holes. The world woulct
be a whole lot better with 'em out of the way."
"I knew you would suggest something like that,
Charlie," and the boy laughed lightly a s he turned
to the prisoners. "While I really think the world
would be better off without them1 it wouldn't do
for us to take the law in our hancts and put them
out of the way. This man here, who seems to be
the boss of the bunch, iweds a little grilling, I
think, so I brought him over to make ah example
of him, and when this is done I mean to le th~
go."
The faces of the prisoners brighten.eel up instantly, though the leader acted as if he had a
strange fear hanging . over him.
" What is your name?" Wild asked suddenly, as
he touched him quickly on the nose with his forefinger.
"Sam Godfrey is my name. I'm an honest prospector, an' my pards is all honest, too. We didn't
mean anything by actin' the way we did. We
thought you was only a couple· of kids out there,
an' that you wouldn't put · up no argument when
I took the bird."
"Oh, is that so? You made a mistake, then."
"I reckon we did."
"So Sam Godfrey is really your -name, then?"
"It's the only name I've ever l1ad a s far a s I
know."
"All right, then, I 'll take you at your word.
Well, S'l:tm Godfrey, since you have told me your
name, I'll tell you mine. I'm Young Wild West.
E ver heard of me?"
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The villain gave a start and looked quickly at
his pards, who al so evinced no little surprise.
"Yes I reckon I've heard of yer,11 he answered
slowly.' "You're the Champion Deadshot of the
\Vest, ain't yer?"
"Something like that, I suppose. Anyhow, a
few people have given me that title."
"If I'd knowed who you was I sartinly wouldn't
have acted the way I did."
"Oh, is that so? You think it would have made
.a difference ?11
"It artinly would."
"You fellows can put your hands down now,"
the young deadshot said, nodding to the four. "I
reckon we'll take the chances of your doing any
shooting. You see how much afraid of you we
are! 1

•

Then he laughed lightlY; and the villains, much
r-elieved dropped their hands. But neitMr of
them p~t them anywhere near their guns. They
stood on the ground moving their feet uneasily
and watching the boy a s if they did not want to
miss the lea st move he made.
·
"Now, Godfrey," Wild said, taking the le3:der
by the shoulder, "you, just step over here a~amst
this tree. I want you to stand perfectly still. I
am going to trim your beard for you. Your
hair needs cutting, too, but there's no need of
wastinj!;' so mu·ch lead to do the job. I'll just fix
up your whiskers for you."
"Don't go to shootin' at me, Young Wild West,"
the man answered nervously, while a pleadiitg
look shone in his eyes. "I know I made a mighty
big mistake in doin' what I did. Call it square.
You got the best of me an ' my pards, an' that
oughter be enough."
,
"But it isn't quite enough, Godfrey. I told you
I was going to trim your beard; and I am going
to do it. Now then. step over by that tree, .and
be sure that you stand perfectly still. If you
don't you might get hurt."
Godfrey did not move quick enough to suit
Cheyenne Charlie, so he stepped out, and, grabbing him, hustled him to the tree in a jiffy.
· Godfrey shot an appealing glance at his pards,
but not one of th~m showed the least sign of even
speaking in hi behalf.
"Hold your head a little t.o the left, Godfrey,"
Wild called out, a s he pulled a revolver from the
holster at his left side.
"Won't you let me go?" came the pleading request.
"No, do as I say."
"All right if you haJJpen to make a mistake an'
kill me, you 111 be sorry fo'r it."
The boy then drew his-ot her r evolver and stood
there with one in each hanr.
"Ready!" he called out. "Now be perfectly
still, Godfrey."
Up went the revolver in his left hand, and almost instant ly it cr acked. Godfrey gave a sta ,.t
a;, the bullet tore away some of the hair from his
nght cheek. Crack! Wild fi r ed again, waiting
until his head became stationary, and another
tuft of the beard disappeared.
"Steady, Godfrey," the boy said, in his cool
and easy way, "Once more for that side, and tt
will do, I reckon."
Crack I The first shot he fired merely grazed
the end of the beard. Crack I A third snot was
ired with the left hand, and the beard, though.
,omewhat ragged, certainly was much shorter.

"Now then, hold your head the other way a little," the boy called out, just as if it was nothing
out of the ordinarv he was· doing. "Keep cool[
Godfrey, and everything will be all right. I'l
admit that I am not an excellent barber, yet I
can trim a fellow's beard pretty well when I take
the notion."
Godfrey uttered a long-drawn sigh as if he was
resigning himself to his fate, and turned his head
so the boy would have a good chance at the other
side of his head. Crac, crack, crack I Wild firea
three shots in quick succession, and a s each one
sounded the hair flew from the man's face. It
certainly was a ri sky thing · to do in firing the
shots so quickly, for it would have been easy for
the man to have moved his head sufficiently to
cause his death. But the boy had n eagle eye,
and he ·was not shooting from the hip, bu~ sighting the long-baneled weapon he was using, and he
was not apt to make a mistake. Though his beard
.had certainly been trimmed, Godfrey's face looked
worse than before. It was now in bunches on the
sides, while from the chin it ran down three or
four inches."
·
"You have only fired six shots, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie said, with a grin. "Why don't you make
him turn around so hi s face is sideways an' trim
his chin whiskers? I wouldn't mind takin' a·
chance at it myself.''.
. "All right, Charlie, I think you can be tru'sted.
to do that. I'll let you fire two shots, and we'fi
see how much hair you can take off.''
. Delighted at the ,">pputunity, the scout stepped
up, and then at a word from the young deadshot
Godfrey turned side to them. Charlie, while not
as· good a shot as Young Wild West, was quite
able to do the job. The distance was not more
thim ten feet, anyhow. and he could hardly make
a mistake. Crack I The second ploughed right
through it within an inch of the chin. It must
have given Godfrey a shock, for he uttered a yell
a_nd dropped upon his knee& At first they all
thought Charlie had shot. him, and Anna at once
ran to her husband, crying:
"Now see what you have done, Charlie."
"I ain't done nothin' wrong, gal. I'll bet all
I'm worth that I didn't draw no blood. Might
have come-putty close to his chin, though," and he
gave a chuckle.
Then he stepped over, and taking the villain by
the arm, pulled his to his feet.
·
"You're all 1·ight," he said. "It airt't much of
a job, but you have sartinly ~ot less whiskers than
you had afore." •
·
All the time the exhibition was -in progress
Arietta and Jim were keeping a watch ·on the
other four villains. The girl still had the shotgun in her hands, and it was evident that by the
way she acted she surely would shoot in case they
tried to run away. Satisfied that he had made a
big impression upon them all, Wild was willing
to let it go at that.
'Now th(m, Godfrey," he said, nodding to the
victim of the exhibition in fancy shooting, "you
can go. I won't. tell you that you had better not
interfere with us again, for you know whether you
ought to or not. You can do as you please aboufl
it. Go on now, and let's see how fast you can run
back to that tree over there.''
The villain pfcked up his hat, which had
dropped to the ground when he fell upon hfe
knees, and with a face that was pale from feaa.
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· turned and started frQm the camp at a quick
trot.
"Go on, you fellows; follow him," Wild said to
the others.
Glad of the opportunity, the four at once struck
out on a run. Our friends watched them until
they disappeared in the bushes, and then the
young deadshot said:
"I reckon this is only the beginning of the excitement we'll have in this little valley. Those
fellows will be trying for revenge as sure as anything. I couldn't help doing what I -did, for I
really think they a-re about the dirtiest lot of rascals I ever saw, and the lesson they have received
ought to do them some good, but it won't. They
will be trying to get us worse than ever now, and
that means that we have got to keep our eyes
open."
CHAPTER 111.-A Treasure Is Unearthed.

.. ,

For about fifteen minutes Youn.e: Wild West
and his friends talked over what had happened.
Then Arietta suddenly pointed to the three partridges that had been shot, and said:
"We figured on having some birds for supper,
didn't we, Wild?"
"That's right, Et. We have three."
"But three are not enough. There are eight of
us, counting Hop and Wing."
"That's all right; little girl. As far as I'm concerned, I don't care for any. With the venison
and ther things we have to eat, half a bird apiece
ought to be enough. If we. are to do any more
shooting, we would have to go over there where
those fellows are no doubt hanging around. I
hardly think it would be wise to .give them a
chance to take a sly shot at us."
Arietta nodded assent to this, so the matter was
dropped. The two Chinamen were not long in
preparing the birds for cooking, and then the
preparations for a rousing good supper went right
on. Shortly after six o'clock the meal was ready,
and all hands made the best of it, not forgetting
to keep a watch, for it was possible that Sam
Godfrey and his gang ·might take a notion to
pounce upon them at -any time.
"Boys," Wild said, after supper, as he walked
over to where ' Charlie and Jim were standing
near the water's edge, "if those fellows should
take a notion after it gets dark they could pop
away at us from the thicket back there, and they
might . do some damage before, we could catch
them. It seems to me that it would be a good
idea to put up something in the-- way of a breastworks."
"There's a dead tree right over there, Wild. I
reckon it wouldn't take long to cut it in two an'
git the pieces all here. Then we could dig up the
dirt a little an' ever ything would be all right.
The gals couldn't git hit then if they started to
shoot," said the scout.
,.
"A good suggestion, Cliarlie. We'll do it."
The scout promptly got an axe from the supplies th:ey had with them, and showed himself a
master at the business, for he was not long in
trimming the limbs from the fallen tree. Then
lie- cut it in two in about the middle, so that with
their united efforts they were able to roll the logs
into the proper place. This done, the two Chinamen 'went to work with shovels and du!? down on

the side of the littlE; slant that ra-n from the water's edge before the girls' tent, throwing the dirt
over. the logs. It was easy digging, and the dirt
fairly flew as they tried to outdo each other.
"Keep at it, Wing," the scout called out.
"You're chuckin' two shovelfuls to Hop's one. He
don't know how to use a shovel."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," the clever
Chinee retorted, knowing full well that it was not
true what he said. Maybe you wantee do lis, so
be."
"I reckon I've done my part. You go ahead an'
do yours."
Then Charlie stepped up a little closer, and, una~le to resist the temptation. to play a trick on
h!m, Hop let a _shovelful of dirt go high in the
air, and when it came down it fell upon Charlie's
head.
"Gittee outee way, Misler Charlie," the Chinaman called -out. "Me feelee velly muchee stlong
so be. Chuckee dirt velly far."
'
Then he jammed the shovel in the ground ·
again, n6 doubt preparing to be ready in case
the scout made a rush for him. . As he did this
the shovel caught into something and became
wedged· there.
"Me stlikee allee samee loot," he said as he
tried to get the shovel out.
'
Then the dirt suddenly gave way and a piece of
wood _almost half round in shape came to view.
Charlie jumped over the log and was just about
to seize the Chinaman by the queue when he saw
it. His mind changed instantly.
"What's that?" he exclaimed. "Looks like a
piece of a barrel head. What in thunder kin it
be doin' here?"
The curiosity of Wild and Jim was quickly
aroused, and hey lost no time in crowding to the
spot where the tw,o Chinamen had dug away the
diJ;t. Hop picked up the piece of wood, and, sure
enough it was a piece of the head from a barrel
or keg.
"Let ine see that shovel, heathen," Charlie said,
. and Hop quickly stepped aside to make -r oom for
him.
The scout began digging away, and another
piece of wood was quickly brought to light. This
matched the other, and then they all became convinced that a good-sized keg was buried there,
and not a bari·el. Wing lent his assistance, and
in less than five minutes a keg in a comparative
state of decay was unearthed. But that was not
all. As the dirt was scraped a way . it was found
to contain shining chunks of metal of a reddish
hue.
·
"Gold!" exclaimed Jim Dart, opening wide his
eyes. "A keg of gold has been buried here by
some one."
"Right you are, Jim," the young deadshot · answer ed, in his cool and easy way, for he was not
the least bit excited. "This is certainly a keg· of
gold. That means that somebody must have bur~
ied it here. But we don't know who did it or
when it was don_e, so that there is no use in trying
to figure it out. The fact that it's here is sufficient just now. I reckon we'll be able to ~ke
charge of it until the owner is found."
"There won't never be any owner found, Wild,"
the scout' declared, as he looked around at the
ground. "You kin tell by the way the grass grows
here that this must have been buried a long time
aa:o."
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"That is veJ:y true, Charlie. But suppose we The young deadshot could have easily surprised
do a little more digging. We might find some- them and forced them to submit to his will. But
he did not care to do it just now, so after wa_tchthing that will inform us who _the owner was."
"And while the digging is going on we had bet- ing them for a while 'and seeing that they showed
ter keep a watch," Arietta spoke up. "I think no signs of leaving the spot very soon, he moved
I saw something moving in the thicket a couple of on to the left and soon reached a point about two
hundred yards distant, from which he could look
hundred yards away just now."
'
"Is that so, Et?" the young deadshot a sked, a s down upon them. The camp was about the same
he turned and looked in the direction the girl in- distance from him, but he simply had to run down
dicated. "Quite likely the sneaking coyotes are a short hill and he would be out of sight of Sam
'
prowling around. I reckon I'd better get over Godfrey and his gang.
The temptation to surprise them became so
that way and find out about it. Go ahead, boys;
and help the two heathens with the digging. The strong that the boy squatted upon a rock and
dirt will form a protection for us in case there is then slowly placed the butt of hi s rifle to his
any trouble, and the work may r esult in some- shoulder. It happened that one of the men drew
a plug of tobacco from his pocket, and after bitthing worth w hile at the same time."
The young deadshot then stepped down close to ing. off a piece, offered it to one nf the others.
the edge of the wat er, wher e the ground wa<- Wild knew he could hit the piece of tobacco if it
much lower , and then bidding his fri ends remain r ema.ined still long enough, so he shut his left eye
ri ght whe1·e they wer e until he returned, he and took a sight along the barrel of his 1·ifle. The
slipped back behind some trees and wa s soon mak- owner of the tobacco receiveq it from the one who
ing his way along close to the· bank of the little had taken the chew, and he was holding it up a s
la ke. Wild continued on for perhaps t wo hundred if inviting someone else to have a chew, when the
yards. He knew h e was almost directly opposite young deadshot pressed the trigger. Crack l The
the part of the thicket Arietta had seen some- report rang out with sta: tling distinctness, and
thin~ move in, but lie did not want to pl'oceed the plug of tobacco flew from the villain's hand
stra ight to it. The fact that alf along the bank instantly. All five of them leaped to their feet
of the body of water there were trees and bushes and looked about wildly, and then with a chuckle
enabled him to get that far without running the of satisf;,action Young Wild West slipped down
chance of being observed. He went on a little the little hill and coolly made his way toward the
further, and then striking a brook that flowed camp. Before he was half way there Cheyenne
down from the higher ground into the lake! he Charlie and Jim Dart were running toward him,
gave a .nod of satisfaction and started to fo low · each with a rifle.
"It's all right, boys," Wild called out, in his cool
it toward its source.
It was easy for him to unde1·stand that more and easy way. "I just' fired a shot- to let them
than one man had gone that way, for the vegeta- know I was around. I simply knocked a plug of
tion was crushed. down well enough for that. tobacco from one of ' their hands as he was holdWithout making the last sound the boy moved for- ing it up for someone to accept a chew."
Charlie gave a nod, and then waited with Jim
ward, going rather slowly now, for he did not
know at what minute he might suddenly come until the boy had related it all -in detail. Neither
upon the rascally gang. When he thought · he of the three were afraid of being shot at by the
must be pretty close to where they were, he gang, for they all felt that they had been frightpaused and took
e risk of rising and looking ened so much by the young deadshot's shooting
ahead. It _was well that he did so, for Jess than_ the plug of tobacco that they would not think of
a hundred feet from him in a little hollow he saw anything but getting out of danger just then:
"Discover anything further?" Wild asked, as
· all five of the men sitting, their rifles · in thefr
hands, and acting very much a s if they were get- they hurried .back to the camp.
·
"Nothing
yet, Wild," Jim answei·ed. "We have
ting ready to do something. Wild gave a nod of ·
satisfaction, and then moving a little to the left, dug about a foot under the keg, but there isn't
he made hi way noiselessly through the thicket anything but dirt and pebbles to be found. I
and was soon on a line with the men and the rather think the nail keg full of gold is going
_camp. Then he took note that from their posi- to remain a mystery, a s far as learning who burtion they cou1d ee what was going on down by ied it is concerned."
the bank of the lake simply by raising their heads.
· "I- reckon you're about right, Jim. There is no
"I reckon the sneaking coyotes must be wonder- need of doing any more digging. This breasting what the digging is about, though of course works of ours is all right now. The sneaking
they must understand that we a r e simply fixing coyotes certainly can't harm us from that dfrecthings so they won't have a chance to shoot us tion. About the only way they can reach us now
down while we are not expecting - it," was the is by approa.ching on either side along the edge
boy's inward comment. "Well, if they're wise of the water, or directly from it. It i;nay be that
they'll decide to keep away from that place, but," they might have canoes, and should they take
and he shook hi s head and shrugged his shoulders, the notion after dark they would have a good
"they are not wise. Such fellows never are. They chance to riddle us with bullets from the lake."
all feel a s if they owe me something, and they
"It wi.11 have to be putty dark if we can't see
want to pay it. No doubt they ·don't feel exactly 'em comin'," the scout declared. "Jest let 'em
satisfied until tl1ey have killed me and Charlie, try somethin' like that. It will save us the trouble
and Jim as weD. Funny how many such people- of buryin' 'em after they're dead."
No · one seemed to be at all uneasy about the
there are living."
Then the boy smiled softly to himself, but quick- prospect of how the- night would be spent. The
ly became grave again. Yet it was plain that girls found that they would be well protected by
they were a menace, and this meant that unle;; simply sitting down behind the heap of dirt and
they withdrew they must be summarily dealt with. logs that had been stretched aero !i in front of U..
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tents, and they seemed to be perfectly content.
True the ftre had been kindled upon higher
grou~d, but this had about gone out by this ~ime,
and as it began to grow datk a lantern was lighted and kept behind the breastworks, so it could
shine only toward the water and the confines of
the camp itself. Of course, a strict watch was
kept, for even though the five villains had been
badly scared by the shot Wild had fired from
the hill, they might take the notion at any time
to come sneaking up under cover of the darkness.
But an hQJlr passed and nothlng was seen or
heard of them. Then Jim took his 1·ifle and started to walk along the bank of the lake. He had
not gone more than. fifty feet from the camp when
he suddenly saw a light down at the end of the
body of water where it narrowed into a creek.
Since it was in a direction entirely opposite to
where the ruff.anly gang might be expected to
come from, he was greatly surprised. He wacthe_d
the light for a moment, and when he saw that 1t
appeared to be moving toward him, he turned
back to the camp and called out softly:
"Hello, Wild! Look down there."
Not only did Wild respond to the invitation, but
everyone ·in the camp. They all saw the light
slowly coming that way.
(

CHAPTER IV.-Dove Wing, the Apache Squaw.

,

.

· "What in thunder does it mean, anyhow?"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he looked at the
moving light on the water.
''I won't say for sure," Young Wild West answered, in his cool and easy way, "but it strikes
me that the light is in some sort of boat, a canoe,
probably. Just listen for a minute."
"A canoe!" Young Wild West said, with a satisfied shake of the head. "It's all right. Now then,
we'll just wait. Whoever it is coming this way
certainly has seen our campfire. But in the meantime we want to keep a watch in the other direction. It might be a scheme to catch us napping.
The rest of you watch in the other direction, and
I'll wait a little below here for the fellow in the
canoe."
Charlie and Jim gave a nod, and then the girls
drew "back behind the breastworks, again. Hop
Wah walked up to Wild, however, and in a low
whisper said:
_
"\Ve wantee go, too, Misler Wild."
"Where do you want to go, Hop?" came the
query.
"With you, so be."
"Why, I am going but a short di st ance."
"Lat allee light. Me wantee see um canoe."
"All right. I reckon you can go, then."
Then the-young deadshot smiled at the Chinaman and started along close to the water's edge.
He did not go more than a hundred feet from the
camp, and then finding a convenient ht.sh,
crouched behind it, Hop doing the same. The
light was now scarcely more than a hundred
yards from them, and still coming straight toward the camp. After waiting a couple of minutes, the two were able to see the outlines of a
canoe, and also a solJtary figure in it wielding a
paddle. Much interested, they watched, and as
the canoe drew nearer, Young \Vild ·west came
to the conclusion that the occupant WR!\ an In-

dian. He could .tell that much by the way the
paddle was wielded, for a redl,kin has a different
way of doing it. Yet there seemed to be a lack
of force, and he was somewhat puzzled. But as
the canoe came to within a few yards of them,
he discovered that it was a squaw who was paddling along.
Right past the clump of bushes the two were
hiding behind the canoe glided. It was evident
that the occupant was endeavoring to approach
without making much noise, though it could not
have been for the purpose of trying to reach the
camp without the knowledge of those there, for
in the bow was a blazing torch from which the
light came. However, this had burned down considerably, and there was not much of -a blaze to
it now. Wild arose to his feet and walked back
to the camp, where he found all but Jim Dart
waiting for the canoe to reach the bank. This it
did very quickly, and then the occupant arose,
and, picking up a rope, leaped lightly ashore.
"Dove Win~ see the camp of the plaefaces, and
she come to see them," came from the squaw, and
then she boldly stepped into the light of the lan'
tern.
"An Apache qsuaw, an' a putty young OJ:l#l, too,
Wild!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as he got a
good look at her. "What in thunder is she doin'
here, I wonder? I didn't know there was any
redskins close by."
"That's all right, Charlie," the young deadshot
retorted. "We'll soon find out all about it. Dove
Wing seems to be a very nice !;quaw, and no doubt
she will give us all the information we want."
"Dove Wing like the palefaces heap much "
the squaw declared, as she came a little closer. '
"Is that so?" Wild answered, as he stepped up
closer and gazed at her keenly. "What makes
you like the palefaces?"
"A paleface hunter save the life of Dove Wing
when she very small, and she no forget."
"Oh, that's it, eh? How does it happen that
you're around here? ·Are your people camped
_somewh(l,r e close by?"
"Apache village down there," and she pointed
·
down the stream.
"That's all right, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, a s if he was greatly pleased. "That
means a little more excitement. With five sneakin' white galoots after us an' an Injun camp close
'by, we sartinly oughter find enough to keep us
goin' for a day or two."
"Apaches no make war on the pa lefaces," the
squaw declared, showing that she understood at
least part of what he said.
"No, of course not," Ch"arlie sneered. "No Injuns will make war on the palefac es unless they
git a good chance."
She paid no attention to this, but going back
to the canoe, which she had pulled partly out of
the water, she took something from it and thl!n
turned to the girls. What she had was a string
of beads and some other finery the Indians are 'in
the habit of making and offering for sale.
"Dove \Ving see the palefaces come here from
the hill," and she pointed away back toward the
· end of the valley. "She want some money, so she
wait till dark, and then come in the canoe. Maybe the paleface maidens will buy."
Arietta looked at Wild questioningty, and
promptly ·r eceived a no(j., which meant for her to
go ahead and buy what was offered for sale.
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"Good-night," came the reply.
"How much for this, Dove Wing?" Arietta
The torch had all but burned out by this time, ·
asked, as she selected a beaded cushion.
but Dove Wing did not seem to care for this.
"Dollar," was the reply.
"All right. Probably I may find use for it," She turned the prow down stream, and began
and the girl soon produced a silver dollar and paddling swiftly away. Our friends watched her
until she was well toward the narrow part of the
handed it over.
Th~ squaw was delighted, and after biting it to lake. Then just as they were turning their gaze
make sure that the coin was good, she turned to the other way, half a dozen shots rang out. They
Anna and Eloise. Since Arietta had made a came from below, and it occurre4 to them inpurchase, the two seemed to think that they stantly that the villains must have gone down
should do the same, and they lost no time in each that wav under cover of the darkness and were
investing a dollar. Then Wild and Charlie walked firing at the canoe.
"Great gimlets I" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,
away, and Arietta proceeded to question Dove
Wing about the Indian village. The infor!.Ilat~on as he came running to the spot. "Them sneakin'
she received was to the effect that the population . coyotes must have gone down that way. What's
numbered something like two hundred men, wo- the matter, anyhow, Wild?"
"I don't know, Charlie, but it seems quite likely
men and children, and an unlimited number of
horses and dogs. The Apaches were at peace that they have opened fl~ upon the squaw. Probwith the whites. This Dove Wing repeated sev- ably they may have thought it was one of us in
eral times, and she strongly invited them all to the canoe. Come on; we'll find out right away."
Then the boy quickly picked up his rifle and
·
call there the following day.
"Only three, four miles down the river," she started on a run along the bank of the lake. He
said, motioning in the direction she had come could see the canoe, but the squaw could no longer
be seen. Whether she had been shot, or had
from. "Just half a mile from the noisy water."
"She means a rapids or a falls," Arietta ex- thrown herself in the bottom of the craft, Wild
plained to Anna and Eloise as they looked sur- did_not know. But he made up his mind that if
the former was the case he would make it hot for
prised.
"Yes!" the squaw exclaimed eagerly. "The the villains. On he ran, and when he had covpaleface maiden understands what Dove Wing ered probably a hundred yards he caught a
say. Heap much water go ·down where the rocks glimpse of some dark forms skulking along the
are plenty. No good for canoe. When plenty shore. Crang! Just then another shot rang out,
and the young . deadshot could tell by the flash
rain all right for a canoe."
"Meaning that a canoe can be guided awng that it was aimed at the canoe. Wild no longer
without striking against the rocks," Arietta said hesitated. Taking the best aim he could in the
darkness, he pulled he· trigger of his rifle. Crang l
smilingly.
"Oh, we understand that much, I guess," Anna One of the skulking forms stagg_ered, and then
answered laughingJy. "I wonder if Wild will go fell, a yell of pain sounding at the same time.
that way and stop at the Indian village. The last
one we stqpped at we had the ~!easure of seeing a
marriage ceremony performed.
"Wild certainly will not be afraid of stopping CHAPTER V.-Angel PJte.
there," was Arietta's reply. "We'll speak to him
about it presently."
Arietta no sooner heard a rifle crack than she
Dove Wing kept on talking, principally about hurriedly left the camp, following in the direction
her Ji>eople and what she had to sell to the pale- Wil~ had taken. .At first she could see nothing
faces. She declared that unless they visited ·the of him, but as she neared the plac'e where he had
Apache village on the morrow she would return · stopped long enough to fire a shot at the skulking
the next evening with a bigger supply. But they forms, the boy suddenly showed in the starlight
laughingly assured her th_a t they had all they as he ste~ped away from a clump of bushes.• · .
needed in that line. Wild and Jim came up just
'!Wild ! ' Arietta called out softly.
then, leaving Charlie on the watch. The squaw
"Hello, Et!" came 'the reply, in a low tone of
looked at Jim curiously, for she had not seen him ovice.
before. Then she turned to Arietta and said:
"What did you shoot at?"
"How many palcµaces here?"
"A snea~ing scoundrel who fired upon the ca"You have seen them all, Dove Wing," was the noe," was the reply.
reply.
Wild knew pretty well that one of the men had!
"No," and she looked around and shook her fallen wounded. The hurried footsteps told him
llead in the negative. "Me see more palefaces'," that the rest were fleeing, too, but thinking that
and she pointed further down the shore of the P?Ssibly they might wait for him in ambush, he
•
Jake. ·
did not proceed any further 1 and he now waited
"Oh, probably you mearl the bad palefaces. until his sweetheart joined him.
There are five of them. We saw them, too."
"The villains I" Arietta exclaimed, when sh6
"Yes, bad palefaces," and D_ove Wing nodded understood that it was a fact that .the cowardlJ'
-r,:rly.
lfang had been shooting at the squaw's canoe.
' They are not our friends, so don't think that
Do you think she could have been hit, Wild?"
they belong here."
"I don't know," was the reply. "You can see
This appeared to satisfy as well as please her, the canoe yourself. Apparently there is no one.
and then without saying anything further, she in it."
&TOiie to her feet and turned to the canoe.
"But she may have lain down to escape the bul"Good-night," she said, as she vu.shed it off and lets, Wild."
·
ll&e»ped llarhtly in.
"That is possible, and I hove it is so. We'I
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have to find out, Et. Hello! She is alive all
right. There goes the canoe."
Sure enough, they could see the squaw wielding
her paddle, and the canoe went shooting down
the stream.
"Hey, there!" Arietta called out loudly. "Come
back here, Dove Wing. You mustn't think that
it was any of us who shot at you. It was the
bad palefa~es y9u spoke of, and Young Wild Wes t
has shot one of....them."
The paddling ceased instantly, for the Indian
girl plainly heard the words of Arietta. Then the
litt1e craft ,:uddenly turned and came toward the
shore.
"You had better keep a watch, Wild. I'll explain matters to the squaw and find out if she
is all right or not," Arietta said.
The young deadshot gave a nod, ancl . then
walked _stealthily t oward the spot where he had
seen one of the men drop. He heard a groan before he got to it. and he knew pretty well then
that his bullet had not missed the mark.
"Where are yer? What have you gone an' Ieft
me for?" came ·from th e bushe-- a few yards
ahead of him. "You ain't goin' to leave me here
to die; are you? Oh, you miserable cowards!"
That was quite enough to convince the young
deadshot that the man's companions had fled, so
he quickly hastened to the spot. Sitting upon the
ground and holding tightly to }]is left arm was
one of the gang of five they had met that afternoon. Wild could not distinguish his face in the
darkness, but he knew J,.e was not mistaken about
it.
"You sneaking coyote!" ·wnd exclaimed, a s he
stepped up and touched the surprised fellow with
_
the muzzle of his rifle.
"Hello!" came the startled reply. "Don't shoot,
please don't." .
Wild dropped upon his knee and caught hold of
the wounded arm He found right .away that it
was not broken, but evidently the bullet had
passed through the fleshy part of it, making- a
rather bad wound. The blood was trickling from
it, and the fellow was trying to stop it by clutch·
.
ing it.
"You can thank your stars," the young dead shot
said, as he nodded to him and _arose to his feet."If it hadn't been dark that bullet would have
found your heart. A fellow can't shoot very accuratei:v. unless he can see the sight at the end of
the barrel. I simply lined you up when I fired,
_
and I'm glad I got you."
"Do somethin' for me, won't you?" came the reply. "I'm bleedin' to death."
"Oh, there's no danger of that. Get upon your
feet."
"I can't."
"Yes, you can/' and the boy gave him a kick
in the ribs.
Then he got up with great agility, and once he
was standing erect, he looked about him in a surprised sort of way, evidently- wondering why it
was he had not got upon his feet to run a way
along with the rest of the gang.
"You're anything but a dead man yet," Wild
said, in his cool ·and ea~y way, and then he felt
about him and quickly took his revolver and knife
from him.
Having done this, he picked. up the man's rifle,
and then nointin2 toward the camp, said :

"Just go on that way, now, and I'll see to it
that your wound is attended to."
Without the feast hesitation the villain obeyed.
When he came to the spot where Arietta stood
talking with the squaw, he ~topped and acted as
if he was afraid to go any further.
"You go right on to the camp end tell them to
fix up your wound."
But the man hesitated.
"They might shoot me," he said .
"Go on, I ay."
That was sufficient ·to start him, but before he
got to the camp they heard him calling out:
"Hey, don't shoot! .Young Wild West sent me
•
here."
Wild laughed lightly._ He was really glad that
the man had not been killed by his shot, and feeling pretty sure that the rest would not return, he
nodded to the Indian girl and said:
"Are you all right, Dove Wing?"
"Bad paleface men hoot, but they no hit," came
the reply.
"Lucky, wasn't she, Wild?" A1·ietta spoke up.
"Sbe's just been telling me that at first she
thought we were shooting at her. She migbt
naturally suppose that, but still she ought to know
better, too, after the .way we treated her."
"Dove Wing no know. But now she knows.
The five bad paleface men want to kill her."
"I hardly think they meant to kill you," \Vjld
said, with a shake of the h ead. "If they had
they should have been able to hit the canoe. May- .
be ~ey were just trying to frighten you, or perhaps they thought it was one of us .in the canoe, _
and really were bad marksmen."
"That's what I think about it, Wild," Arietta
•
said.
"No," Dove 'Wing declared. "The bad palefaces know that the Apache village is close by.
They no think it was you paleface ."
"We'll find out about what they thought before
very long, for we have got one of them. Leave
your canoe here, Dove Wing, and come back to
the camp with us. Then you will understand it
the same as we do."
"Dove Wing want to go to her people."
"But it won't take you more than ten minutes.
Come on," said the boy persuasively.
She gave in to him, and then the three walked
rapidly to the camp, where they found Cheyenne
. Charlie binding the wounded arm of the villain,
who was sitting upon a rock, the picture of misery
and fear.
"Wild," said the scout, l'ookin.g up as the young
deadshot approached, "we ain't asked him a question. We thought we had better wait till you
come. Now go ahead an' put it right to him. The
sneakin' coyote artinly deserves hangin' instead
of havin' hi s arms fixed up. You sartinly
ploughed awa y some of his flesh all right, an' it's
bleedin' like the dickens."
"You can soon stop the bleeding, Charlie, so go
ahead and do it."
"Oh, yes, I kin do that all right. I'll fix him
up in a couple of minutes."
The scout kept on using the . bandage he had
procured, and in a very short time he had it fixed
to his satisfaction.
"Now then," he said to the wounded man, "I'll
rig up a sling· so you kin carry your arm in it. It
won't do to let it be hane-in' down."
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This was soon done, and then the villain tremblingly arose t o his f et and said:
"I kin go now I s'pose."
"Oh no you ~an't" Wild spoke up. "Just sit
down ther~. I reckq~ rou have ~ither got to quit
th,e gang you were with or else die. Yo.u can take
your choice about it."
"I'll quit 'em," was the quick reply. "I oughter,
anyhow, 'cau se look how they run a way an' left
me when I got shot. Two of 'em ran right by me
when I dropped, an' they didn't offer to stop to
see what was the matter with me, even."
· "What is your name ?" and the boy squatted
close to him and looked at him sh a rply.
"Angel Pete is what they call me."
"A queer sort of name for an ugly looking
scoundrel like you are."
;
"Maybe it is: But I can't help it. I didn't give
myself the name. If you don't mind I'll tell you
how I come by the name of Angel Pete."
"Jim, just take a walk around and see to it
that those fellows don't come sneaking up to surprise us," the young deadshot said.
"Right you are, Wild," Dart answered, and
then he qµickly .left the camp.
"Now then, go ahead with your story."
" "Well, there ain't much to tell about it. I was
born in 'Frisco; an'. there was nothin' ever good
about me, 'cause I never had no one to bring me
up. I lived by <loin' a little work an' a little
stealin', an' one day when I found myself without a friend I went into some krod of mission
they had there an' reformed. I stuck: to it for
over two years, but every now an' then I got
among some of the fellers I u sed to travel with,
an' when I tried to persuade 'em to reform like
I'd done, they would laugh at me an' call me
Angel Pete. That's how I got the name, an' it's
stuck to me ever since."
·"The name has stuck to you, but you haven't
stuck to the name.''
"That's right. It wasn't long afore I give up
religion, an' then I come to these parts, an' I've
been knockin' around ever since, doin' a little of
everything but what was right, I s'pose.''
He hung his head a s if he really felt a pang
from making the admi ssion.
"One of the odd characters we sometimes run
across, Wild," A1·ietta said, noddiug to her boy
lover.
"That's right, little girl. The1·e may be some
good in Angel Pete yet. I reckon we had bette1·
give him a chance. But he's got to quit the gang
he's with just the same."
·
"Young Wild West," the man said, in a voice
that trembled, but very earnest at that, "if you'll
give me a chance I'll prove to you that I kin reform ag'in an' stay r eformed. I've often thought
I was wrong in leadin' this kind of life, but there
wasn't no chance for me to make a change. You
jest give me the chance, an' I'll show you that I
kin do it."
_
"All right. I'll see what I can do for you. You
can stay right here with us until we strike .a settlement or mining camp. Then wou'll have to
:fight your own way.''
"I'll do it, or die tryin'.''
He was very earnest, but there. was no telling
how soon he might change' his mind. Young Wil<i
West and his friends had met with all sorts of
characters in their travels through the wildest
parts of the West. Now and then they had found
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a man who reformed and kept his word. 'But the
most of them would p1·omise anything, and quickly forget the promise. Anyhow, they might just
a s well keep .Angel Pete with them as a prisoner. since he would not bothP.r them a lot. If
he should take the notion to betray them he could
do but little with the wounded arm, for tha t cert a inly would give him no end of pain fo r the
n ext few days to ·come, and he would have a ll his
attention drawn t o it. A few furth er questions
were a sked him, a11d he replied in a way that
told he was telling the truth. Then he requested
a dr ink of water, and he showed that he was quite
feverish from hi s wound bn the way he drank it.
"We'll keep this fellow with us until we get
somewhere, anyhow," Wild said to Charlie and
the girls. "Probably his friends might come to
look for him, and if they do we'll. take care of
them, too, but probably in another way."
·
All this time Dove Wing had been standing
there rather impatiently. The fact was our
friends had forgotten to · question Angel Pete
about the attack upon the canoe. The squaw
stepped over to Ari'etta and, touching her on the
arm, said:
"Me go now." ,.
.
"Oh, wait a minute," the girl answered quickly.
Then turning to the young deadshot, she added:
"Wild, she wants to know why it was that the
villain s · opened fire on the canoe.''
"Oh, yes," was the reply. "Say, Angel Pete,
what made you fellows shoot th~ canoe?"
,"We thought one of you was in it," was the
quic~ reply. "We come sneakin' there expectin'
to git a chance at yer, an' when we seen the can<>&1 goin'. d.own t?ward the creek, we jest allowed
we had better smk it.''
"Oh, you did, eh?"
"That's right, an' I'm sorry to say it. I fired,
too."
"Mighty · poor shots, the whole five of you.'' ·
"Well, you can't shoot very straight in the
dark. We had to guess at it.''·
,
•
, "That's the way it was with ·me, but I managed
to drop you just the same.''
•
"It's different with you. You're the Champion
Deadshot of the West. You don't never miss
whether it's in the dark or light.''
'
"What do you know about that?"
"Well, I've heard it said that way."
.
'.'All ri!fht, P~te. We'll let it go at that. I
think you re telhng the truth. Yours is a pretty
to~gh ga~g, but I hardly think you would have
tr11~d t~ kill a squaw who was alone in a canoe.''
Why, of course not. There couldn't be nothin'
gained by that.''
"Et," Wild said, after a pause, "we'll go on
back to the canoe with Dove Wing, and then let
her go on back to her. people."
The squaw seemed very glad to leave and she
accompanied tlfe two to where the c~noe had
been pushed from the water, and after Wild had
launched it for her she stepped in and, picking
up the paddle, bade them good-night and went
shooting off down the. stream. Back to the camp
went Wild and Arietta, and then it was not long
before the young deadshot shouted for Jim. The
hoot of an owl came from a distance of a couple
of hundred yards, and then all was still again.
"I reckon that means something," tlie boy said
"I'll go and find out.'' "
·
This time he did not take his rifle, but. revolver
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i~ hand, he slipped away in th e darkness in the
direction the signal had come from. Two hund,red fee t from the camp he suddenly came upon
.
Jim , who was standing behind a tree.
"Is th at you , ·wild?" cam e the whisper ed query.
.
"Yes," was the r eply.
"Well, the four villains ar e over there on the
side of the hill. I had just left tl1ell) when I
hearcl you call for me. That is why I answer ed
the wa y I di d. They a1·e planning to make an
attack on u s at about midnig ht. They seem t o
think they ca n catch us nap ping and rob us of
what money an d valuables we have got. They
also t hink that th e ma n you shot was kill ed , and
they a r e ta lking a lot about getting r evenge."
" L, that so?" and Wild laughed lightly. "Let's
go and attend t o th eir ca se r ight a way, t hen. I
think they have done enough to be w iped out.
Come on, Jim ."
Jim was quite willing, so the two promptly set
out t owa,r d the hill.

CHAPTER VI.- The Other Four Villains Are
Rounded Up.
Seated upon the grqund with bushes surrounding them upon the side of the hill were Sam Godfrey and the three men who had fled when their
companion f ell b the shot fired by Young Wild
W est. They did not know that they had been located by Jim Dart, or perhaps they would not
have f eared so much on that point. Of course
they ha d r esolved to be revenged upon Yoq_ng
Wili.l West a nd his friends for what had h appened in t he a fte,noon, h~nce their sneaking
down toward th e shore of the ·lake after darkness
set in. They r ea lly ·thought that the canoe had
contained someone from the camp, and that he
was going to look for help. Ju!it why such an
idea could come into their heads a s this it is hard
to tell, for th ey had been handled· so readily by
the young de.1d><hot and his partners that they
should h, ve fe lt it was anything but likely, that
a ssistance t o r epel them would be required. But
a man can get all sort s of things in hi s head if
h e tries hard enough to do so. Sam Godfrey
really thought he was a terror, and tha t he could
do untold things, especially when it came t o fi ghting.
H e generally thought thi s way when ther e was
no fighting going on, a s such villains usually do.
However, when h e was convinced that ·Angel P ete
had been shot dead he became so bitter against
Young Wild ·w est that all thoughts of what h e
had been subj ected to that a fternoon left his
mind, and he could think of nothing else bu t t hat
the boy and his pa rtners must be wiped out. But
he fl ed, nevertheless, and so did the other three,
and when they got to the side of the hill where
they thought they were safe, th ey began plan nini all sorts of things. Jim ha d got there in
time to hear the plan that seemed t o be the most
feasible, and the one they proposed t o put in use.
Unconscious of the fact that Youn g . Wild West
and one of hi s partners wer e creeping t oward
them for the purpose of wiping them out, the
four villains became bolder than ever and talked
as if there could be no po&sible chance Qf making
a mistake in attacking the camp about an hour
after midnight.

"I'll tell you, boys, it will be as easy a s pie,"
Godfrey declared. "All we've got to do is to
sneak up close an' then shoot 'em down afore
they know it. Maybe it will be a little coldblooded to do sich a thing, but when you take into
con sidertaion th at they've killed poor Angel Pete
an' the other things they've done to us, it won't
be more than right. You can't figure it any
other way. It's ou1· duty to clean 'em out. If
we happen to shoot the gals, that wilJ be too
bad . But we can't help it. We want 'em, an'
we're goin' to git 'em."
"That's right, Sam," one of the others declared, a s he looked at his revolver. After we've
shot 'em we want what money they've got, an'
the things they've got in the camp, too. I reckon
we kin m ak e u se of about everything what's
there."
"Even to one of the heathens they've got,
!cause we're. badly in need of a cook. There ain't
one .of us as kin bril-e meat -without burn in' it,
or make coffee in the -right way. A cook we need, .
boys, so look out an' see to it that one of the
Chinamen is spared."
"Don't you think you had bette1• spare the wholP
lot?"
The voice came from behind a tree that was
within a dozen feet of them, and · then Young
Wild West stepped out, a revolver in either hand'.
He was followed quickly by Jim Dart, who
was prepared the same ,vay.
"You scoundrels!" the young dead ·hot, exclaimed, for he- had almost lost his temper at the
villainous way the men had been talking. "You
don't know when you're well off. If I had done
what I felt like doing a minute ago, I would have
opened fire on you and shot you all dead. · But it
seems that I wasn't born to act in that way. I
can't kill even a s<!l>undrel who is richly deserving it without giving , him a chance."
The boy did not tell the villains to hold up
their hands, but a s soon a s they realized that they
were covered they lost no time in doing it.
."What are we going to do with them, Wild?"
Jim asked.
"Vf e certainly have got to m a ke them prisoners, that's sure," was the r eply.
"Yes, but--"
"I know how you f eel. You don't want to be
bothered with a lot of prisoners. But we'll soon
get rid of them . I have a n idea. W e'll take
them to t he. Indian village and tell how they tried
to shoot the squaw in the canoe. Then the
Apaches can do with them a s they plaese."
"That's a mighty _ good idea, Wild," and Jim
Dart gave a nod, showing that h e was more than
· ·
pleased.
"Godfrey," Wild said, a s he stepped up and
struck the man lightly on the nose with the muzzle of a revolver, "you're a bold, bad man, according t o the way you talk when ther e is no one
around. But just now you are about the wor t
low-down coward I ever set eyes upon. You didn't
have nerve enough to grab for your gun and
shoot when I called out to you from behind the
bushes. The fact is you are not fit to live. But,
a s I said a minute ago, I can't bring myself to
shoot the most miserable and contemptible scoundrel on earth without giving him a chance. I'll
tell you wha I'll do with you, though. I'll give
you a thance tomorrow mornin2· to fil!"ht it out
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with me fair and square. You can have the
choice of any weapon you like, or you can simply
use the weapons that nature has provided you
with. Jim, just tie this fellow's hand s. But you
· had better take his ,veapons from him first. Do
this to all of them, and then there will be no possible chance of them creating excitement."
Dart dropped one .of his revolvers into the holster and then coolly went from one to the other
of the four men and took their revolvers and
knives from them. This done, he produced a ball
of stout twine, somethiing he alway carried with
him and in a very short time he had bound the
wri~ts of each man tightly together, so there was
no possible chance of freeing them. Wild stood
with a revolver in either hand while this was
going on, and when Jim had finished he put one
of them back into the holster, and then touching
Godfrey on the nose with the muzzle of the other,
he aid:
"Now then, you'll march straight to our camp.
Too bad to spoil your" little P."ame. No doubt you
would have had a regular picnic if you had
sneaked up around midnight and opened fire on
UL"

-

"A funny old picnic," Jim declared, with a
laug·h. "As if they could be fools enough to think
they would catch us napping. Why, they would
have.all been shot down if-they had dared to try
such a thing, and I really think that would be the
best way to settle it. I never did care about being bothered with prisoners."
"We won't be bothered with them very long.
The Apache village isn't far from here, and we'll
take them to it the first thing in the morning."
"That will suit me all right," and so saying
Jim gave the hindmost man a dig in the ribs with
his revolver to get him going a little faster.
The two boys were not long in conducting their
prisoners to the camp. There sat Angel Pete
nursing his wounded arm, with the scout standing near him, and when the four villains were
brought into the light of the lantern there was a
cry of surprise.
"Got 'em, eh?" Angel Pete cried, his face lighting up with satisfaction.
The four prisoners were as much surprised as
•
he was.
"Thought you was dead, Pete," Godfrey ventured.
"Yes, I know you did. Jumped right over me
in your hurry to git away, without tryin' to find
out how much I was hurt. It's all right. I've
told Young Wild. West that I'm done with you
fellers, an' I'm goin' to stick to it."
For a moment Godfrey forgot that he was a
prisoner.
"What's that you're sayin', Pete?" he cried,
angrily, and he took a step forward, at the same
time making an effort to get his hands free so he
might strike hi'm.
"That's jest like you," the wounded man answered, with a sneer. "You would hit me when
I've only got one hand to use. But what I said
is the truth. I'm done with you an' your gang
forever. I've reformed ag'in, an' this time I'll
stay that way till I die."
"You-you--" gasped the leader of the ruffians, so angry that he fairly frothed at the
mouth.
"Shet up!" commanded Cheyenne Charlie, as
be reached out and pulled him away from Angel
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Pete. "You're actin' jest as if you wasn't a prisoner with your hands tied. Mighty good job it
was for Wild an' Jim to git the lot of you. I
reckon you know what will happen to you now
jest as soon as '}Ve kin git yer to the sheriff."
"I have decided not to go to as much trouble as
that, Charlie," the young deadshot spoke up, with
a smile. "We'll simply take them down to the
Apache village to-morrow. I reckon they'll take
care of them when they hear how they tried to
shoot the squaw to-night."
"That's it. By jingo! I nevel· thought of that.
Jest let me whisper a few words to the old chief
of the tribe, an' there'll be a hangin' there, may- .
be. A fine job it would be, too, 'cause sich sneakin' coyotes as these ain't fit to live, an' they ain't
got no right to live, for that matter."
"Never mind, Charlie," interposed his wife.
"Let Wild settle this business. But really, I am
very glad that these men have been caught, for it
seemed that they were bound to keep on making
trouble for us as long as they wer_e at large."
The young· deadsbot nodded at this, and then
he gave orders which resulted in Charlie and Jim
tying the foul" men securely to as many trees
which were within the confines of the camp.
When Young Wild West's partners made knots
they always made them secure, so it was a 4.ead
sure thing that the villains could never esca1Je unless some one assisted them. The only one who
might possibly take a notion to do this was
Angel Pete, but Wild was pretty well satisfied
that he really was done with his former a sociates. However, he meant to keep a watch upon
him during the night. The keg of gold had not
been moved far from where it was found, but it
was covered over. Young Wild West decided to
keep an extra watch. that night, so when ten o'clock came he nodded to Jim and said:
'l! reckon Hop will kee'p awake with you, Jim,
until it is time for Charlie to go on duty. Then
Wing can take a trick with him."
This part of it being arranged, it was not long
before all had turned in with the exception of'
Dart and Hop. Now and then this same plan
was pµt in operation, and it al.ways ' worked pretty well, since company was bound to keep the one
on guard from growing sleepy. The prisoQers
were tied to the trees so they could lie down, but
the fact that their hands were tied .tightly, of
course, made it unpleasant for them. However,
there was no help for it, and when they pleaded
to have the knots loosened so they might be eased
up, Jim paid no attention whatever, though Hop
had something t.9 _say to the effect that they
should take their medicine and keep quiet about
it. When it came time for the scout and the cook
to go on duty, they were awakened, though it was ·
with some little difficulty that Wing could be
made to understand what was expected of him.
He was a sleepy liort of heathen, anyhow, but
Charlie remarked that he would see to it that
he kept awake. The time passed quietly enough,
the prisoners giving them no trouble whatever.
Angel Pete was permitted to sleep in· the tent,
and though his wound bothered him somewhat, he
certainly did a lot of snoring. Wild relieved the
scout and Wing, and a few minutes later Arietta
who awakened at the right time, came out of the
tent. The girl was pleased at the opportunity of
sitting up the rest of the night. It was three
o'clock, so this really meant tha't it would not be
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more than two hours before dayl-!ght came. The •
first thing Wild did, after those he had relieved
went into the tent, was to make an inspection of
the prisoners. He found them all secure, nnd
then he took a seat near them, and invited Arietta to sit down. This the girl did,. but !lfter half
an hour had passed she showed signs of becoming very sleepy.
"Wild," she declared, 1·ising to her feet, "if I
sit here any longer I certainly will fall asleep.
I am going to walk about a bit."
"All right, little girl, I'll walk around with
you. I reckon everything is all right."
Then they proceeded to walk slowly up and
down along the bank of the river, keeping the
prisoners in view for the most part of the time.
After a while Arietta became thoroughly :1wake,
and after that it was quite easy. At }(.'ngi;h faylig11t came, and 'then the girl was net long in
starting a fire, while her dashing young l"ver
nodded his approval. The crackling of the fire
aroused Anna and Eloise, and they came out of
the tent a few minutes later.· While it was quite
light, the sun was not yet up. However, an earlybreakfast was never out of order, so in spite of
the fact that his &leep had been broken, Wild
aroused the cook by dragging him from the tent
by his ankles. As soon as he was made to understand what was expected of him, Wing hastened to the water, and after dousing his head a
few times, became thoroughly awake. By the
time he had the coffee boiling, Jim came out of
the tent, and it was not long after that that
.
Charlie followed.
"Angel Pete is sound asleep," the latter said,
with a grin. "I reckon that arm of his can't
pain him a whole lot. How is the rest of the
•
galoots, Wild?"
"I haven't heard anything from them in an •
houi: or two," was the reply. "I reckon they got
·
tired of asking to be freed."
Charlie walked over to the prisoners, and smiling grimly, said:
"Good-mornin', gents! I hope you slept good.
It may be that you won't sleep as well to-night,
or maybe you'll be so sound asleep that .you'll
never wake UJ? ag'in. For my pa1·t, I hope that's
the ,way it will be. If them Injuns knows anything, they'll fix you up for fair for shootin' at
one of their squaws."
"We didn't know it was a squaw in the canoe,"
Godfrey answered, with a shake of the head. "We
thought it was one of you fellers."
"Yes, so I understand. S'pose it had been one
of us? You know what would have happened to
you, don't you?"
"Nothin' worse than what has happened."
"You think so, eh? Well, I don't. You would
have all been shot dead in no time if one of us
had been in that canoe."
"Well, we're alive yet, al)' maybe we'll stay
that way for some time to come. I ain't afraid
of the lnjuns doin' much to us. I happen to be
well acquainted with Yaller Hawk, the chief."
"You do; eh? Well, I'll see to it that I git
acquainted with him, too."
"I don't care what you do," and Godfrey showed signs of being indifferent. ' .
The breakfast was cooked and eaten, and then
the prisoners were given a few mouthfuls and
some coffee, their hands being released at the time. Wild and' Jim had not discovered their

camp, so they were not sure whether the villains
had horses or not. The young deadshot went t&
Angel Pete and a sked him about it.
•· Yes, we've got horses," was the reply. "I was
thinkin' about that last night, an' wonderin' why
you didn't go an' git 'em. They're only about a
couple of hundred yards the other side of the
tree where we met you yisterday afternoon when
you shot the partridge."
"AJI right, we'll mighty' soon get the horses,
·
then."
Charlie and Hop offered to go on the erra!1d,
and they were told to fetch along the campmg
out_fit, too, if there was anything there worth
while.
CHAPTER VII.-The Apache Chief Befriends
the Four Villains.
Cheyenne Charlie and Hop Wah found the
camp of the villains in less than ten minutes.
There were five horses and a pack mule, It did
not take them a great while to load the latter
with the rather poor outfit belonging to the fire
men, and then they started for the camp. Reaching it, they found that the tents had been struck,
while the two pack-horses were being loaded by
•
Jim and Wing.
"I reckon we had better divide the gold so it
can be carried handily," Wild said, as he pointed
to the keg upon the arrival of the scout. The
four prisoners pricked up their ears and turned
their gaze upon the camp. Angel Pete did the
same, for that matter, for he had not heard anything about the discovery our friends had made.
"Gold in a keg, eh?" he ventured, as he eame
over and stood by the side of the young deadshot.
"Yes, Pete," was the reply. "We decided to
strengthen our position a little so we would be
all right in case you fellows attacked us last
night, and w.hile the digging was going on, a keg
full of gold was struck. Rather odd 1that it
should be here, but it is just the same. Fine
stuff, too. Almost virgin. Quite a find, wasn't
.
it?"
"By jingo! I should say so. I've never been
lucky enough for anything like that yet. That's
one thing what'i; kept me down, I s'pose. I've
always been the under dog in almost everything.
But I kin i,ee light ahead now, as they say in the
missioR in 'Frisco, an' I'm goin' to keep on lookin' for it until I rise to somethin' better. Once
I was putty ell up, but it was meetin' an' talkin' with my old gang what made me di·op ag'in.
I'm all right now, Young Wild West. I don't
know what you're goin' to do with me, an' I ain't
goin' to ask for anything particular. You're goin'
to turn the rest of 'em · over to the redskins, an'
if you treat me the srune way I won't kick. I'll
take my medicine, an' if I git shot or hung, I
s'pose I'll be deservin' of it."
"I told you we were going to take you to the
first town or mining camp we struck, didn't I?"
"Yes, you told me that."
"All right, then. I haven't changed my mind."
"Thank you, Young Wild West," and the fellow put out his left hand and touched the boy
gently on the arm, his eyes filling with tears as
he did so.
The keg of gold would have been quite a severe
weight for a single horse to carry, but when it
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was divided into eight parts, the two pack-horse ·
each taking a load, it was managed all right.
Angel Pete told them whicH horse belonged to
him, and he was assisted to mount. Then the
four prisoners were lifted to the backs of the
others and tied securely there, so they could not
fall off, much less dismount of their own free
will.
"Now then," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, a·s he gave a nod of satisfaction, "we'll set out for tl)e Apache camp or village, as the squaw called it last night. Come
on."
1 he boy swung himself upon the back of his
i:,orrel stallion, Spitfire, and then Arietta, mounted on Snowflake, her cream-white broncho, quickly rode up and took a position at his side. This
,, a:; generally the way they traveled, with Cha1·1ie
and Anna following, and Jim and Eloise coming
third, while the two Chinamen invariably
brought up the rear. However, the form of the
procession, as it might be termed, was changed a
little thi s morning. Angel Pete fell in behind
Wild and Arietta, and the four prisoners were
given places behind Chal'lie and Anna. They
started t>ff, their horses at a walk, for they knew
they had plenty of time, the distance to the redskin camp not being great. When they had gone
about half a mile they came to a beaten trail
which lost itself at the shore of the lake.
"I wonder what this means, Wild?" Arietta
a sked, a she brought her horse to a halt and
looked · curiously at the ending of the ti·ail.
"I don't know, unless it's where the Indians
come to fish now and then. I think that looks
like a pole that has been used for ftshin!J."
Sure. enough, upon the g1·ound a neatly trimmed pole lay. There was a line attached to it,
too.
"That',, it!" the girl exclaimed. "I never
thought of that. Well, that shows that we are
not a great distance from the Indian village."
They rode on, and before they had gone three
miles further they came in sight of the tepees of
the village, which was located <:lo e to the creek,
for it was now a creek, the little lake having been
left behind. As they got nearer they saw that
the water appeared very deep, and rounding a
bend they could see a rather wide falls, which
might have had a drop of ten feet. It happened
that the water was not high enough to cause
much of a rush over the faJJs. Still, the sounds
told them that it was quite a waterfall. Before
they got to it they were at the outskirts of the
village, and then the barking of dogs sounded and
the guttural voices of those Jiving there sounded
from all side&. But there was no particular rush
to meet the strangers until 'they were nearl_y in
the center of the colJection of tepees. Then Dove
Wing, the squaw, suddenly appeared; her face lit
up with a smile of welcome. She rushed straight
to them, and as Arietta brou~·ht her horse to a
halt, stood before her in a hesitating way.
"Go.o d-morning, Dove Wing!" Young Wild
Wei:.t's sweetheart said, smilingly. "How are you
feeling this morning?"
"Heap much good," was the reply. "Dove Wing
Is glad to see the palefaces."
Then in less than two minutes the party was
irm:rounded by a curious crowd of bucks, braves,
old men, i:.quaws and children, while hung:l·y dogs
hpt running about, continuaJJy barking. All
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seemed to be puzzled at seeing four men tied
upon the backs of their horses, so Wild advised
Arietta to teJJ the squaw all about the.m, Arietta
was not Jong in doing this, and when she had
explained that they were the men who had shot
at J1er while she was in the canoe the night before,
the Indian's eyes flashed. Heap much bad palE,faces !" h e declared.
"You ,:an bet your life they are," Young Wild
West spoke up. "Dove Wing, take me to your
chief, will you'?"
.., "Heap much quick," the girl answered.
Wild dismounted, and then the rest followed
his example, with the exception of those who
were unable to do' so on account of being tied, and
Angel Pete, who had the use of but one of his
hands. 'Arietta joined Wild in following Dove
Wii:ig toward the largest and most gaudy of the
tepees in the village, and as they neal'ed it tlie
chief stepped out, looking considerably surprised.
He was without his head-dress, and :,imply had a
red blanket thrown over his shoulders, showing
that he must have slept rather late.
"Ugh!" he said, looking sharply at the boy and
girl, and then turning questioningly to the i:.quaw.
Dove Wing talked rapidly in her own language, the chief remaining quite stoical until she
had finished. Then he nodded to the young deadshot and said: .
"Young Wild West heap much brave. He make
war with the Apaches plenty tim~s."
"Well, chief, I have been in a few scrimmages
with them," was the reply. "But I reckon I was
justified in doing it. We didn't come here to
make war on you now, though. We have brought
you four bad palefaces who tried to kill Dove
Wing last night. What will you do with them?"
"Yellow Hawk no like bad palefaces."
"That's all right. But we don't want to be
bothered with them. We caught them and decided to bring them to you. We'll turn the four
of them over to fOU and you can do as you like
with them."
"Ugh!" answered the chief, without showing
.
whether he approved or not.
~ But the young deadshot had made up his mind
to deliver the villains there and leave them when
he took his departure, and he was going to come
pretty near doing it.
"Charlie," he called out, "just fetch them over
here."
"Right you are," came the reply, and then the
scout, with the assistance of Hop, led the four
horses to which the men were bound up to the
tepee of the chief.
"Hello, Y all er Hawk I" Sam Godfrey called
out, in a very friendly way. "We've got into
trouble. These -people stole a lot of gold we
found, an' t.hen made us prisoners. ,ve wanted
to give you half the gold."
''Shet up, you !yin' galoot!" Cheyenne Charlie
at the same time pullcalled out, threateningly,
ing a revolver. ' 11've a notion to shoot you
through the heart for sayin' that."
"Ugh I" cried the chief, angrily, as he stepped
over to the scout. "No shoot the men when they
are tied. You steal their gold."
As the squaw had heard nothing about the finding of the gold, she was dismayed at the sudden
turn of affairs. She could see right away that
the old chief wa- sympathizing with the prisoners. She endeavored to explain, but Yellow
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Hawk would not listen to her, and the result
was that.he .quickly called several of his braves
to the spot and ordered that the prisoners be 'released. . Wild had seen to it that the weapons
that had been taken from the four men the night
before had been brought along. He stood the1·e
coolly, though his companions were somewhat excited at the way things were going.
"It's all right," he said, as Arietta came up
close to him and whispered in his ear that things
were going the wrong way. "Let the old redskin
do as he pleases about it. I am satisfied if he
is. The squaw has told her story, and if he
don't believe her we can't help it. I am going
to give the villains their weapons."
"Better not do that, Wild."
"Why not, Et? If we don't the chances· are
the old chief will demand them of us. Just leave
it to me. I'll straighten this thing out before
m11,ny hours, see if I don't. We are not going
to be in a hurry to leave these parts. · We'll
move on a little further down the river, and go
into camp. Then we'll see what will happen."
The scout's wife and Eloise were dismayed when
they heard this from the boy. They had figured
that that would no longer be troubled by tlte four
men, but now it seemed that they were to be released, and with the Indians· for allies, would be
able to do about as they liked. Yellow Hawk
kept on talking with Godfrey after the latter
had been released, and the result . was that he
shook hands with him and invited him into his
tepee. There were looks of trjumph on the faces
of the other three villains as this happened, and
they promptly went over and sat down near the
tepee.
"Charlie," Wild said, coolly, "just give them
their weapons." .
"If you say so, I will," was the reply.
"I do say so."
"All right, then, here she goes." Then !t was
not long before the rifles, revolvers and knives
that had been taken from the four were placed
upon the ground.
"Now then, you sneaking coyotes," the young
deadshot said, shakin~ his finger at them impressively, "the old chief has seen to it that you
are g·oing to have your liberty. I have gone
further than that, for I am giving you your
weapons. But I tell you plainly if you attempt
to interfere with us again we'll shoot you down
like the dogs you are. I reckon that will be about
all."
The boy coolly turned and walked over to where
his horse was standing, and without . another
word threw himself into the saddle. Arietta had
already mounted, for she knew that Wild wottld
leave without delay. The rest were not long in
following the example of the two, and when
they rode through to the other side of the
village, Dove Wing followed them on foot very
much disturbed. Angel Pete was very pale, and
he kept looking back nervously until they passed
through a grove of trees and the redskin camp
could no longer be seen.
"Bad work, Young Wild West!" he exclaimed,
as he rode up close to the young deadshot. "I
heard Sam Godfrey say he was on mighty good
terms with the redskins down this way. Most
likely he'll set 'em ag'in you, an' then we'll all
be wiped out.·~

"Don't you think anything like that, Pete," the
boy retorted, smilingly. "Just keep a stiff upper
lip and you'll see bow nicely we-'11 pull through
this business. You can bet your four late companions are going to take. their medicine, too.
Put it dowri from me as straight."

CHAPTER VIII.-Godlrey Tak.es a . Bride, But
.Quickly Loses her.
There was no doubt but that Sam Godfrey
had a "big pull' with Yellow Hawk, the Apache
chief. This was because the villain had befriended the chief some two or three years before;
had, in fact, actually saved his life. Yellow
Hawk was leading a bad bunch of redskins in
making raids at the titne, and had got the worst
of a scrimmage with a number of cowboys,
causing him to retreat. He rode up a gorge
where the way was rocky and uneven and his
horse stumbled and threw its rider to th~ ground
'
rendering him insensible.
Sam Gorfrey was doing some prospecting up
that way, and he happened .to be close enough,,to see what befell the Apache chief. Being an
outlaw, he decided to a1,,sist the redskin rather
than let him be shot by the pursuing cowboys.
He rode to the spot, and by a great effort
managed to lift the unconscious Apache to the
back of his horse. Then he got on behind him
and rode away, taking him 'to a lone shack in
the woods which ha1,l, once .been occupied by a
hu_nter. Godfrey had no real reason for domg
this, other than that he opposed everything in
the way of law ~and order, and when the chief
came to, he was very grateful. He remained
there a couple of days, and then assured Godfrey
that at any time h,a could befriend him he would
•
be glad to do it.
It happened that the villaino'us leader of the
gang who had tried to rob Young Wild West
and his friends had met the old chief two days
before the time our friends cmne in the little
valley. T~e friendship was .renewed, a;nd Godfrey promised to stop at the village on his way
down the river. He had come ther.e under rather
different circumstances than he expected to but
the result was quite .satisfactory, for whe~ the
chief turned against Young Wild West and his
friends, and declared in favor of him, the villain
felt that he: had . scored a ,g reat triumph.
He now decided to get the assistance of the
chief in wiping out the youg- deadshot and his
party. Yellow Hawk demurred at this, for he
declared that his tribe was at peace with the
palefaces just then, and if he were to start on
the war-path it would. involve a loss of braves,
and the result would be that they would be
driven back further into the wilderness by the
palefaces, who greatly outnumbered them: The
two sat talking within the chief's tepee, and
Godfrey became somewhat discouraged when he
heard this. But he had a flask of whisky witn
him, which he had saved from that which had
been bought when the villains were at a minint
camp before striking ou,t on their prospectlna'
trip, or rllther upon a trip to make money,
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whether it came from finding gold or 1·obbing
anv one they came across.

You seen the paleface galoot witli his arm in

a sling."

"Me see everybody," the chief answered. .
"Yellow Hawk, you like fire-water," he said,
"Well, he's an ungrateful feller, he is. I done
after he had thought for a while.
"Heap much like fire-water," the chief an- a lot for -h im, an' this is the way he's gone
back on me." Yellow Hawk nodded, but it is
swered, eagerly.
"Well, I've got a little. I saved it for you, doubtful if he thoroughly understood what the
villain meant. He looked at the empty flask, and
too. We'll have a drink right now."
"Ugh!'' and the chief showeq ~ s ~pproval by then picked it up and tried to get a few more
seizing the man's hand and g1vmg 1t a hearty drops from it.
"Godfrey heap much good paleface," he deshake. Godfrey produced the flask, which held
clared.
about a pint and was nearly f ull.
"Maybe his friends got some fire-water."
"Now then, chief," he said, raising a warning
finger "you mustn't drink it all. I want some · "Not a bit, ohief," was the reply. "I saved
myself." The Apache nodded, and then taking this for you. They didn't know I had it, or they
the flask, drank a little more than half the con- would have either coaxed it from me or stole
tents He gave a sigh of relief and rubbed his it afore this. But some time I'll be able to git
stom~ch, grunting after the manner of a pig more, an' r.ou kin bet ii I'm anywhere close by
that had been overfed. Godfrey took a pull I'll bring 1t to you." Yellow Hawk thoroughly
appreciated this, and after thinking for a moand left a little in the bottle.
"You take the rest, chief," he said. "Maybe ment, he said:
"1'.l:e want to make present to you. Maybe
you like it better than I do. I've been a mighty
bad man in niy time, but I never did care an you want a squaw."
·"I don't know about that. I'm past fifty, and
awful lot for strong drink. I jest took it now
an' then 'cause it was to be had, an' it made me I ain't never been married yet."
"You marry . nice squaw."
feel like fightin'."
~
"Got a nice one here ? "
"Make Apache feel like fight," declared the
· "Heap much nice. You take the squaw what
chief, and then he swallowed the rest of the tell me you shoot at her last night."
whisky.
"I don't know as I want to git married to a
"See here " and the villainous white man laid squaw or any other woman, chief," and Godfrey
a hand upon' the chief's arm, "you don't have to shrugged his shoulders and shook his head.
go on the ....var-path to help me git square with
"Me want you to have Dove Wing. She tell
this kid an' his crowd. All you have got to do heap much lie, and she must be your squaw."
is to let me have about six of your braves, who
"Well, all right. I don't want to offend you,
will- be willin' to fight. We'll follow the crowd so if you insist on it, I'll take her." The villain
down the river, an' wait for a chance to ketch came to this conclusion quickly, thinking that if
'em nappin'. Then we'll mighty soon make short he did as the Apache ohief wanted him to he
work of 'em.
would gain more favor with him. But he said
"No kill. the paleface squaws," the chief de- no more about the gold that our friends had
clared, resolutely. ·
discovered. He wanted that for himself and the
"Do you want 'em brought here? ': Yellow three who had stuck to him. Probably the o~J
Hawk thought a moment.
chie:t had long felt that he should make the
"Make heap much trouble if you bring them white man some sort of present, and since he now
der pised Dove Wing for telling him the truth,
here."
" Well, w hat in t hunder will we do w ith 'em, which ' he felt was a lie, he was goit1g to punish
then?" and the villain showed t hat he was sorely her b~ making her marry Godfrey. As Dove
puzzled. ·
· ·
Wing was an orphan, no one had to be a sked for
" Kill Young Wild West and his paleface partl- permission. All the chief had to do was to issue
ners when the paleface women no can see," sug- an edict, and she must obey.
gested the chief.
'
"You wait, Godfrey," the Apache said, as he
"That might be done," a nd Godfrey brightened arose from the blanket he was sitting upon and
up. "You'll let me have some of your braves, turned to leave the tepee. Once outside he called
one of the braves and dispatched him to find Dove
then? "
"Yes me go, too, so me k now everything all Wing and bring her to the tepee. Then he went
right. 'No want t o get in t rouble with the pale- inside again and lighted his pipe. It was not
fa ces. Plenty soldiers come, and the Apaches long before the Indian returned, half dragging
the squaw.
g et killed. Make heap much war."
"That's right enough , I s'p9se. But I had an
"Come," Yellow Hawk said, as he saw Dove
idea, that you wa s a lways rea dy for a war. But win&' peering into the tepee in a startled way.
I ain't goin' t o coax you into doin' anything. Timidly she entered, and then waited to see what
If you think you ha dn't oughter do this, why, was wanted of her. The chief seized her rather
all right. I saved your life once w hen that roughly and forced her to sit upon the blanket
gang of cowboys was after you, a nd I thought beside the villainous white man. Then he took
maybe you would help me out now. I've made a big red blanket that was hanging from a hook,
up my mind that Young Wild West an' his pards and opening it, spread it about the two. Dove
has got to die. We don't want the gals, but Wing knew what this meant, and she gave a
we was thinkin' we would like to have one of startled cry and tried to free herself. But a comthe heathens for a cook. There's another one mand from the leader of the band of Apachea
there, too, what's got to take his medicine. He forced her to submit.
"Dove ·win!! ·will be Godfrev's snuaw. y.,11was with us, an' he's t urned dead agin us now.

•
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"That's all right," and the villain looked
Hawk has spoken." The old chief uttered the
words in solemn fashion, ,and then Godfrey put around to make sure that he would not be heard.
his arm about the squaw and drew her closer "You don't s'pose I'm goin' to stick to her, do
to him. She struggled, but .soon gave it up, you? Can't you understand? I'm jest lettin'
the old chief have his way about it, so I kin git
bowing her head in submi ssion.
".Ugh!" grunted the old chief, as he arose to him to help us clean out that gang what left
his feet and laid down his pipe. "Me call the here a little while ago. Then we'll git hold of
medicine man, and he make the marriage." It the gold an' leave the squaw an' all the lnjuns
-must have been that he was bent upon having in a hurry."
"Yes, I kin understand that. But blamed if
the thing settled in short order, for it was not
long before the medicine man of that ·portion it ain't funny." Then Barney laughed again, and
· of the tribe appeared, attired in the outlandish the other two joined' in. Godfrey was very angry,
toggery those of his station invariably don when .but he had to swallow it, and . in a few minutes
,there is anything important to be done. He was he got them quite serious, an began telling them
quickly told what he must do, and then the chief of the plans that he and the chief had made.
sent out braves to notify the entire population
M('lanwhile, Dove Wing had accepted the opportunity to slip away from the crowd. She was
that a wedding was about to take place.
Scarcely half an hour had elapsed since accompani~d to ,h er tepee by two of the squaws,
Young Wild West and his friend s had left the who seemed to be very much pleased at what
Indian village, and if they had known what was had occurred. Dove Wing ente1·ed the tepee with
·going on they might have lingered at the out- a fl~ll determination to gather up her few be\:;kirts, anyhow. But they did not, and while they longmgs and then steal to the river and get her
were looking for a good place to camp within canoe, so she might go on down. · Of course she
1'easonable distance of the Apache village, the hoped to overtake Young Wild West and his
wedding ceremQny started. Dove Wing seemed fr~encls, and she meant to beg them to take her
'resigned to her fate, for she made no move to with them. But the two attendants seemed inrnn away, nor did she refuse to take the part clined to linger at the tepee, and becoming des,·he necessa1ily must do to make the marriage perate, the newly-wedded squaw finally ordered
le gal in accordance with the rites- of the tribe. them to leave her to her meditations. They no
She even submitted to be kissed by the ugly- sooner went outside than she pulled down the
fooking villain after the medicine man duly flap, and then hastily gathered up what she meant
.
pronounced them man and wife. The wild dance to take with her.
This clone, she cut a hole in the ;ear of the
that usually follows such ceremonies began, and
Dove Wing submitted to it all, doing her part to ~pee with a hunting knife, and then after maku_ig sure that no one was looking, she slipped outperfection. .
To all appearances it seemed that she was will- side and s~arted off fol' the river, which was only
ing to be the bride of Godfrey. But the spirit a _short_ distance away. The merry-making was
within her was much in evidence just the same. still gomg· on before the tepee of the old chief.
It lay smoldering just then, and hating the vil- She could hear the shouts of the redskins and
lain as she did because Young Wild West and with_. a shake of her head she turned and ~aved
his friends had been tumed away by the chief her hand mockingly, and then selecting the canoe
after they had shown themselves her friends, which was heT own property from among others
sbe meant to make amends 'for it all by fleeing ~hat were hauled upon the bank, she pushed it
from the Apaches at the first opportunity. No mto the water and got in. Then seizing the paddoubt, if there had been plenty of whisky ,about, dle, she started down stream.
Godfrey might easily have induced the chief to
· . et out after our friends and shoot them down
without mercy. He tried to do it, but the old
chief stuck to his original plan, and declared that ,CHAPTER IX.-Hop Has Some Fun with the
he would go with as many braves as he thought
Scout.
nece. sary to ,help Godfrey and his men -obtain
I.heir revenge, but that the paleface women must
As they were in no particular hurry, Young
not know that the Indians took part in it.
Wild West and his companions went along rather
While a tepee was being fitted up at the orders slowly after leaving the camp of the Apaches
of the chief so the newly married couple might behind them. While Anna and Eloise might have
occupy it, Godfrey slippecl. from his bride and had their fears as to what might soon h11-ppen,
• . had a chat with the three men. As might be sup- Arietta was just as cheerful as Wild and his
posed, the three had been a lot amused at what partners. Angel Pete, however, seemed a lot
was taking place. One of · them, whose name worried. Evidently he knew the character of the
was Barney,· happened to be of Irish descen£, four men he had been a ssociated with better than
and he looked upon the humorous side of it any of the rest, and he felt that they would not
almost entirely. He laughed heartily when God- rest until they had made a desperate effort to
frey left Dove Wing and came over to where obtain their revenge. But after Wild had asthev were standing. Godfrey did not- like this sured him that everything would be all right, he
mu~.
'
said no more about it. Three miles down the
"What are you laughin' at, Barney?" he de- river after leaving the Apache camp Wild call~d
a halt. It was here where the rocl,{s were most
manded, angrily.
"Ain't it enough to make anybody laugh?" was numerous. The little falls was two miles back
the reply. "We sartinly have been enjoyin' this, of it, and no doubt whenever there was a heavy
Sam. Who would have thought that you would rain there was an awful torrent running over ·
the rocks,· for t)lere was a ~radual descent of
every marry an Injun squaw?"
·
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probably two inches to evel'y ten feet. In some
places the wate1· was still, but thi., was only in
pools, for there was a steady cul'l'ent winding
this way and that all the way down, and in many
places the foam dashed up from the force gained
by the descent. The svot ~ild picked out to pitch
their camp was a well-protected one. While he
knew _the Apaches were at peace with the whites
just then, he really believed that Angel Pete was
1·ight ·n saying that Godfrey might enlist the help
of the old chief to make trouble fol' them.
"We'll stop right here," he said, as he pointed
to a spot that was well surrounded by rocks on
all sides but the river bank, "and I reckon we can
hold our own even if the whole c1·owd of Apaches
attack us. One thing about it, we have a good
supply of provisions and plenty of cartridges
with us. That means a whole lot. Here is all
the water we want, for all we'll have to do is to
run ove-i· the bank and dip it out as we require it.
The only thing about it in case we have to stand
a siege would be that the horses would be in a
bad way, for the good grass is a little below."
"But that's all right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up, as he pointed to the bank which ran
along above the ground at the edge of the stream.
"There's plenty of grass below the bank, an' I
reckon if any redskin,; try to git down below
the1·e to git the horses we could pick 'em off
about as fast as they showed up. I'm jest reckonin' on a scrimmage with them Apaches, but
I'm ·more anxious to git a shot at them four white
galoots. They're a blamed sight worse than the
Injuns."
Wild. was inclined to agree with him on that
point, though he said nothing to that effect ju t
· then. He busied himself working and dfrecting
the operations of putting the camp in shape. The
tents were not touched at first, but after some
big boulders had been moved i;,o as to fo1·m a
complete protection for them, he told the two
Cliinamen to go ahead and finish the rest. Having done it so many times, it was easy for Hop
and Wing to erect the two tents, and they certainly did it in short time. The horses were tied
to ti·ees a short dii;,tance away, and then the
young deadshot gave a nod of satisfaction, and
said:
.
"Now then, if there's anything to come out of
this, let it come. I feel a little sore at the way
old Yellow Hawk used us. But Angel · Pete says
that Sam Godfrey is his friend."
·
"That's right," Angel Pete spoke up, shaking
_ his head solemnly. "I heard Sam say a couple
of days ago that he met a chief down this way,
an' that he was sich friends with him that he
could git him to do anything for him."
"All right. We'll see what he'll get him to ·do.
We couldn't better ourselves than to stay right
here, for if we kept on going they would catch
us, anyhow, if they were really after u s."
· "That's so, too. But maybe they might give
up the chase. I reckon we could· ride a bout as
fast as they could."
"Oh, yes. But you must remember that we
have a couple of pack-horses with us, and that
we are all carrying a little extra load now. You
haven't forgotten the keg of gold we found."
"No, I ain't forgot about it, an' I'll bet Godfrey an' them other fellers ain't, either. That
will make 'em want to git us more than ever."
"All right. Let it make them that way, then.
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But you can bet they'll never have the satisfaction of getting away with that gold. Not that
we are so very much in need of it, for it happens, Pete, that we are pretty well fixed. We
struck it rich quite some ·time ago, and we've
been able to live on the income derived from it
ever since."
"Yes, an' I reckon we'll be able to live for the
next hundred years to come on the income, too,
'cam;e it's g'ittin' bigger every year.'' Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up.
·
"I'm glad to hear that," th.e wounded man retorted, shaking .his head. "It does me good to
hear that somebody is well fixed. I've been tryin' ever since I've been old enough to make a big
hit, but I never could do it. I always fall back
each time I g·it a little start."
"Never mmd, Pete," the young deadshot answered, smilingly. "There's an' old saying that
it's· never too late to mend. You stick to your
determination to live an honest life this time, and
the chances are you'll win out."
"I'm goin' to stick to it whether I win out or
not."
"That's good. You talk as if you mean it, and
I really believe you do."
"I sartinly do, Young Wild West. I promise
you right now that if you ketch me goin' back
on what I've said, I'll let you shoot me."
Just then a sharp cry came from Ari.etta, who
had moved up the river bank a short distance.
Wild turned and saw her waving he-r hat excitedly. Coming down the rapids was a anoe, and
the young deadshot quickly recognized the occupant as Dove Wing.
•
"Great Scott!" he explawed, as hE! ran over
to where his sweetheart was standing. "How
could she get down as far as this in that canoe?"
"I don't know, Wild. That is what puzzles
me," Arietta answered. "We saw that falls when
we passed, and certainly no canoe could live in
coming over it."
'
With great skill the squaw was steering the
canoe to avoid being dashed against the rocks. It
was coming swiftly, too, and there was no necessity for her to do any paddling at all. All she
had to do was to keep it straight. Right on to
the sp.pt where our friends were standing wfliting for her she steeted her way, and presently
the prow of the canoe .touched the shore. Wild
leaned over and caught it for her, and then Dove
Wing leaped to the bank.
"Me come to go with you," she said, holding
out her hands imploringly. "Yellow Hawk made
me marry the bad paleface man. Me run away.
Me no want to live with him."
"What's that?" Wild cried, showing more excitement than he usually did. "The old chief
made you marry the bad paleface?"
"Yes, Young Wild West," Dove 'Wing answered. "The ,b ad paleface heap much friend to
the chief. Yellow Hawk make me be his squaw."
"She means Godfrey, of course, Wild," Arietta
remarked.
'
"I suppose so."
"Yes," Dove Wing- declared. "Godfrey, the bad
paleface."
"All right, Dove Wing," the young deadshot
said, in his cool and easy wa;y, for he had quickly
recovered from hi astonishment. "I reckon you
did the right thing in running away. But say.
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you didn't come all the way down the river in
that canoe?"
"No," and she shook her heacl, "Me come close
to the falls, then me drag the canoe out and come
down the other side. Me no want the Apaches
to catch me."
"Oh, I see. After you got below the falls you
launched the canoe again and got in."
"Yes, Young Wild West. Heap much easy."
"I suppose it might have been quite easy to
you. But by the Jooks of things it would seem a
1•ather dangerous trip to make. But you got
here all right, and I assure yeu that we'll take
care of you. The very fact that you have been
:(orced to marry that scoundrel of a Sam Godire1, makes me feel duty bound to protect you."
' She's a bride now, I s'pose, accordin' to the
lnjun ways; but maybe she'll be a widow mighty
soon, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, a grin
smile showing on his face.
"Possibly, Charlie," and the boy nodded
gravely.
- Dove Wing motioned for Arietta to go to the
canoe with her.
"See," she said, pointing into the little c1·aft.
"Me bring everything me have. No plenty dress,
but me like heap much."
"Dove Wing," said Arietta, as she arose to her
feet and turned to the canoe, which was high
and dry upon the bank, "if there was a little more
water here I would like to take a paddle."
"Paleface Maiden get into canoe," urged the
squaw. "No go far. "Dove Wing will paddle."
"All right," and Arietta assisted her in lauching the canoe.
Then she stepped in, and as the squaw turned
to pick up the paddle, hich was upon the ground,
the canoe was caught by an eddy and floated out
into the stream. Dove Wing uttered a ·cry, and
turning to Wild and the rest, beckoned for them
to come and help her. At that moment there was
a I..oud, roaring sound, and looking in the direction it came from, our friends beheld a rushing
torrent of water which was swelling at every second.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"Somethin' has given way up the river. There's
a flood COI!lin' !"

"Hey, there!" he called out, turning to the
squaws. "The blame fool has run away. Look
here."
The two hurried to the teepee, and they noted
immediately that Dove Wing's wearing apparel
was missing. Then they started an uproar, and
in Jess tha;n two minutes a crowd of Apaches was
gathered about the teepee. The old chief was
far. more angry than the bridegroom, for the fact
was that Godfrey had not taken a great d,eal of
stock in getting married. Yellow Hawk flew into
a terrible rage, and he ordered a pursuit at once.
As many as forty of the Apaches set out to look
for the missing squaw, and with them went Godfrey and his th1·ee men, as well as the old chief.
It was quickly discovered that the canoe was
missing, and then they judged that she had gone
down the river. One of the braves explained to
Godfrey that she could not go very far without
leaping the stream, since the falls would prevent
it, unless she meant to commit suicide.
"If she wants to do that, let her go ahead an'
do it," was the reply. "But come on down this
way, anyhow. Maybe Young Wild West" an' his
gang ain't far away, an' she's gone to 'em.'
Thinking it a possible chance to get his revenge and obtain the gold, the villain was eager
to go ahead. The pursuit was conducted until
they. came to the falls. They halted there, and
one of the Indians quickly ·climbed a tree, so he
might be able to look far down the stream. It
happened that he was · able to get a view of the
camp of our friends, even though it was quite a
long distance away. He took a survey of the
scene, and even discerned Dove Wing as being
one of the occupants of the camp. Thell he came
down the tree and reported to the old chief. Yellow Hawk promptly called Godfrey and told him
about it.
"Young Wild West camp down , the river," he
said. "Dove Wing is there. Maybe you want
to catch pretty quick."
"You kin bet your life I want to ketch Young
Wild West," was the reply. "Come on. Let's go
down there an' clean 'em out."
"No," and the chief ·shook his head.
Then 'he called t 11e brave again and questioned
him. Not quite satisfied, he turned to Godfrey
and aclvised him to climb the tree.
"Tell me what you see, he said.
The villain had no difficulty in mounting close
CHAPTER X.-Arietta's Peril.
to the top of the. tree, for it was an easy one to
It was fully half an hour after Dove Wing left climb. Once he got there, he became imbued with
the Apache camp in h~r canoe before ·Godfrey an idea. He could see that the ground where the
thought it advisable to go and hunt up his bride. · camp was located was not more than a foot above
Leaving his rascally companions with the old the water, which was very low just then, as has
chief and several of the selected braves, he start- already been stated. He turned his gaze toward
ed for the teepee that had been rigged up for the falls, and when he saw that the dam . was
him to reside in. He looked into it, and found it nothing more than a mass of rotten tree and
empty, as far as Dove Wing was concerned. A rocks that had become fastened there, it struck
number of blankets, skins and other things that him that if they were loosened a va~t amount of
redskins are in the habit of possessing were there, water would go shooting down the rapids, and
but the bride was missing. The two women who necessarily overflow the spot where the camp ,was
had acted as assistant saw him looking around in located. The more he looked over the situation
a puzzled way, and one of them quickly ran to the more he became convinced that such was
him. ' She pointed to Dove Wing's teepee, and, bound to be the result. He waited a rather long
with a nod of satisfaction, the villain turned to time before he descended the tree, and when he'
it. Reaching it, he pulled open the flap and got upon the ground again he found the chief
·
looked inside. Dove Wing was not there. But rather impatient.
"What you see, Godfrey?' Yellow Hawk asked.
Godfrey was quick to- see where the tent had been
"I've seen enough to show me how we kin
cut, and it occurred to him instantly that she had
rnig~ty soon git square with that crowd," was the
f!P.d.
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replr- "If you'll jest tell your braves to help me,
we'l flood 'em out. There's a bi"g pool of water
up hel'e, an' if enough men was to pull them
rocks loose, the whole business would tumble down
an' there would be a flood in no time. Young
Wild West an' his crowd is below the bank away
down there. I kin see that plain enough . The
water wouldn't have to rise more than a couple
of feet afore they would be drove out. You
needn't let any of your braves go with us, but me
an' my three pards will go on down, an' about
half an hour aftel' we'r e gone :·ou just see to it
that the dam i s busted. Then when Young Wild
West an' his pards hurry to git away from the
watei-, we'll pop 'em over."
The chief thought a moment, and then nodded
an assent.
·
"Godfrey heap much smart," he declared. "He
kill Young Wild West, and after that me send
the flood. All right."
Godfrey's companions were quite willing to the
arrangement, o they hurried back ·to the camp
and mounted their -horses. They rode on down
upon the trail of our friends, and when they got
to within about three hundred yards of the camp
they halted and dismounted. Meanwhile, the old
chief was a s good a s his word. He explained to
his braves what was required of them, and soon
lc:mg po.les were obtained, and when he thought
tbe proper tim·e had arrived, the wcirk of breaking away the dam was begun. There was quite
a quantity of water there, and once the thing got
started it would be bound to break away. The
work was done in quick time, for the Indians
seemed to know just how to go about it. Suddenly there was a terrible crash, and the rotten
logs and trees that had wedged themselves there
broke loose and went shootfng downward, while
a mighty torrent of water followed them, sendin the fo"am and spray flying many feet in the
air. Th e Indians stood watching it in silence for
two. or three minutes, and then at a motion from
the chief they turned and · made their way back
to the village. Down at the camp of our friends
all was excitement. It seemed that the first of
the flood · caught the canoe almost instantly, and
in sipte of Arietta's efforts to paddle it to the
shore with her hands, it kept whirling about and
getting further toward the centre of the stream.
Cheyenne Char lie had made no mistake when he
said it was a flood coming. The river, or creek, ·
as it might be call ed, being very narrow all the
way down from th e falls until it reached the
camp, raised half a dozen feet in a twinkling,
and one mighty billow came rushing down with
terrific speed. Wild seized the paddle from the
squaw's hand, and•was about to toss it to Arietta,.
when it occuned to him that if he made a mi ss of
it she woul d have no chance.
"Get a rope," he shouted, a s he dropped the
paddle to the ground.
Jim Dart responded instantly, but just then th e
canoe shot with lightning speed toward the centre
of the stream, and the throw that Jim made did
not reach. · Then Wild quickly made up his mind
what to do. Picking up the paddle · again, he ran
down the bank for his hor.:;e. 'Already Arietta
was going down the rapids, for the flood had now
got her in its power. The canoe, for _a wonder,
kept straight, and the grave girl was doing her
best to guide it with ber hands by dipping them
into the water. ·wild was not lonl!' in mountinl?'
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Spitfire, and then still holding the paddle, he
went gailoping along the bank. He could see a
considerable distance ahead, and noticed that
the1·e was a spot where the· stream narrowed t u
a width of not more than thirty feet.
The roaring o.f the water as it rusheCl over the
rocks mad·e a deafening noise, but the boy sped on.
He was now .almost up to his :;weetheart, and
when he saw the canoe give a sudden swerve and
almost upset, his heart leaped into his throat. But
it righted -a s if by magic, and then shot toward
the shore. Meanwhile, Charlie and Jim had performed a daring feat. As they were running
along behind Wild, one of the big trees that had
helped hold up the dam got wedged among the
rocks and formed a temporary bridge just after
the canoe went whirling passed the spot.
The scout unhesitatingly leaped upon the tree
and started to crQss it, thinking he would have .a·
better chance of saving the girl by getting upon
the other side. -Jim followed him, and just as he
lancfed safely the tree gave way and went on after
the canoe. Even then the two had t6 leap fromr
rock to. rock, and came nearly losing their footing
a couple of times before they finally landed upon
the opposite shore. With their ropes they hurried
on. The time it had taken Wild to saddle his horse
had given them a good chance to almost get UP,
with him after reaching the other side, and they
now saw that that if · Arietta was going to be
saved, he was tha one who would do it, since the
canoe was very close to him. At first Wild was
going to depend upon his lariat.
·
But it struck him to act di.1rerently, and he did.
As Spitfire galloped along the edge of the flood,
·
Wild shouted to Arietta:
"Catch this I"
He hurled tlie ·paddle to}Vard her. She caught i-t.
Jim and Charlie came racing along on tthe oppQsite shore. It was wonderful that a girl should
possess so much coolness, especially in a time like
that, but even though she might have been unable
to hear the words of her dashing young lover, the
brj\ve girl knew what he meant, and once the paddle was in her hand she used it for all she knew
how. But the current was altqgetlier too strong
to think of making the landing just thei-e.
Wild saw that she was safe for the time being,
anyhow, and on lie dashed, now getting his lariat
ready. F-ifty yards further down the stream
widened, and then as Wild got a f ew lengths
ahead of the canoe, he let go the rope. It went
whirling through the air, and Arietta reached up
and caught it with h er lef t hand. It was well she
got a good g r ip upon it, for the canoe gave a sudden swerve, and over it went, the girl falling into
the water and going completely under. Wild stopped hi s horse instantly, and finding his sweetheart
was holding fa st to the rope, he began pulling her
slowly to the shore. brenched completely, and almost breathl ess from the sudden shock of faHing
into the water, Arietta was dragged upon the
bank.
"I'm so glad, \Vild," he gasped, a s she -fell into
his arms.
·
"So am I. Et!" w·as the reply. "That's more excitement than we've had in some little time. But
are you sure you 're not hurt?"
"Not a bit, Wild. But what made the flood?"
"That's something we have got to find out."
Crang! A report rang out from a short distance away, and a bullet sned nast the bov';; hP.ad.
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·He quickly dragged his sweetheart to a neighbor' ing -rock, and then looked to find out where the
shot had come from. Crang, crang, crang! Three
shots rang' out from the opposite side of the narrow stream, and then the boy looked that way and ·
saw Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, · rifles in
hand. The scout took off his hat and waved it
then, so the boy knew that something favorable
had happened.
·
"Et," Wild said, nodding to his sweetheart, "I
don't know what to make of it, but it looks very
much as if Charlie and Jim have shot somebody.
.Its quite certain that Godfrey or one of his men
fixed at me just now, and its equally certain that
the one who fixed has been shot. Come on. We'll
take the chances and ride back to the camp, anyhow."
Arietta was still rather weak, but Wild quic½!,v
assiste~ her to .the back of Spitfire, and then
mounting behind her, rode on up the stream, holding his revolver in readiness and keeping a sharp
watch. Probably fifty yards from the spot he noticed something suspicious lying upon the side of
the hill a short distance to the right. He turned
his horse to it and quickly discovered that it was
the body of a man. Then as he looked a little further he saw two more. The boy dismounted.
"Little girl," he said, shaking his head and
pointing to the ground, "here are three of them.
But Godfrey isn't here."
Arietta nodded, 8J}d then after he had made
sure that-1!ie villains were really dead, Wild again
mounted and proceeded on up the river. As he
came in sight of the spot where the camp had been
located, he was somewhat surprised, for he saw
the tents and horses upon higher ground.
"The flood made them move, I reckon, Et," he
said, in his cool and easy way.
"Yes," was the reply.
Anna and Eloise, with the two Chinamen and
Angel Pete, were standing near the camping outfit. They quickly explained that through the presence of mind of Angel Pete they had moved the
outfit.to the high ground just in time to escape the
flood. Arietta was hugged by Anna and Eloise,
and when this was over with with she turned and
asked where Dove Wing had gone.
"She slipped away a few minutes ago 1with a
knife in her hand, wa1'fling us to remain quiet,"
Anna replied.
Just then, as if to answer Arietta's question, the
squaw was seen coming coming through the bushes, wipi]).g her knife on her buck.skin dress.
""Me fix," she said, waving the knife in triumph.
'.:Godfrey come for me, but I find him and he die."
Then she struck the knife in a tree to show the
manner in which the death had occurred. Wild
went in the direction she had come from, and wai;

not long in finding the body of the villain. He
came back -and reported it, and then there was
nothing to do but for them to try and right things
up. Wild decided that it would be better to load
the pack-horses and continue on down the river,
since the redskins might take a notion to come after them at any time, and he did not care for any
further trouble just then.
But they must wait until Charlie and Jim were
able to get across the river. It was not until an
hour later that the two appeared. They reported
that they had spied upon the Indian village, and
that everything was qui~t enough there.
"All right," the young deadshot said, in his cool
and easy way, "we'll go on and let the redskins
come and bury their dead friends. We'll take
Dove Wing with us, and see to it that she finds a
place at some ranch or with a family in a settlement."
The Indian girl was much pleased when she
heard this, and when Arietta offered her the
chance to ride with her, s:he accepted it. Wild reported what Godfrey and his gang had done, but
laid no blame.at all upon the Apaches. Since they
had really taken no part in anything hostile, he
felt it his duty to keep them out of trouble.
He knew, of course, that they must have assisted in breaking away the dam, but since nothing
other than a severe fright to Arietta had resulted
from it, he was satisfied to let it drop. There
was little or no trouble in finding a place for
Dove Wing. Since his companions were dead, it
was an easy matter for Angel Pete to stop at the
little tavern until his wound healed.
Wild gave him some money, and then with the
gold they had discovered in the little valley our
friends set out for a larger town, where they
might convert it into cash. On the whole, Wild's
race with ' the flood while Arietta was shooting
the rapids had made a thrilling .e nd to the ad- ·
venture with the ruffians, and both declared that ·
they would have something to tell about for some
time to come.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND 'PINTO PETER'; OR, THE
FIGHT AT BUCKTHORN RANCH."
I

"Rattlesnake oil ten cents a gl_a ss," was the
sign the traveler saw in the dry country. "What's
it good for?" he asked.
"Most anything,
stranger," was the reply. "Three glasses will ,
make you rich as Rockefeller, four will make you
outrun a · railroad train, an' six will. put you so
high on HalleluJah Hill you'll holler hello to the
angels an' think the stars are fixe coals for you '
to light yer pipe with!"
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FAST M-A·IL FRANK
THE BOY ENGINEER

Or, Railroading in the Wi!d West
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Storv
CHAPTER XI.-(Continued)
"YOU can't fool me," said he. "I'm the watchman of the Lone Star, and there's been a good
many thieves around h ere lately ·tealing the machinery out of them shanties."
"Well, I'm no thi ef, I 'll . have you understand,"
said Frank indignantly. "I'm th~engineer of the
train that j ust went by. An m,Waw pushed m e
off, and he fell with me and br oke his neck. You
can find his body lying beside th e rails up th e
track•a way."
"All right; you can go on. I won't bother you
any more. You don't look like a thief, but you·r
sto\·y sounds pretty fl.shy."
And so saying·, he strode awa y toward the huts,
and Frank continued on along the tracks, wondering why the man h a d been so suspicious of him.
When he had gone a f ew hund red yal'dS h e
glanced back and saw· the f ellow. pas~ into the _o ld
dilapidated or e-h ou se, a gleam of light flashmg
out as he opened the door.
.
A moment later the boy heard ,th e man g ive
a shout, there sounded the report of ~ pi stol, a n rl
then a smothered cry in a nothe r voice.
Frank paused and li sten ed instantly, for the
voice was that of a female.
The hurried P.attel· of . footst eps now reached
his ears, a nd, turning around, h e caught sight of
a tall ·man in a slou ch lrnt arnl hmg d~rk -coat
r u nning dow.n a path toward the house. ·
" ' Vhat mystery i ' this "?" h e mu t t ered, struck
by the oddity of the whole proceeding. " I 'm goin g down to that old building and find out. There's
somebody iti t r ouble sure."
H e glided a f.ter th e n ewcomer, and saw him
fl ing open the h ouse door, dash inside and then
heard loud, excited voices.
It was th e watchman and the n ewcomer talking, and a the young enginee.r dre w n ear a window, throu gh which g leamed the light of a lamp,
he heard th e former saying:
"Now, don't get mad. It wasn't my fa ult, boss.''
"It was!" growled the other. "I've pa id you
libe1·al!y to remain right here on guard, and you
· a cknow ledged that she nearly made her escape
d uring your absence from t h e ore-house."
"That's all right. She didn 't g et away, did
she?"
"No, but she came mighty near it."
"Well, a miss is a s good as a mile, boss. I
n abbed , h er and chucked her · down, ·and I b 6ut1 rl
and gagged her. She's in the back room under
lock and k ey now; but she let out a yell- - "
"Yes, I heard it. That's what brought me her e
on the run."
.
"I fired my p;un over her head to scare he r,
then, and that settled it. She .fainted. I didn't
hurt he1' any."
"It ·wouldn't be healthv for- vou if :vou did. sir.

I hired you to guard her, not to abu se her in any
way."
"Well, yer needn't g it nasty abou t it without
cause, boss; if yer ·do I'll chuck up t her j ob and
you can attend t o it -yerself."
"Show me the girl and bridle your impudPnt
tongue."
"You 'll find her in· t he back room."
''Lead the wa y with your lamp."
The watchman flashed a · scowling glance at the
t able, he made his way to the rear of the big
room and unlocked a door.
Frank saw a small room beyond.
Standing in the middle of it was a female figure, her arms behind her . back and a handk erchief tied over her mouth. ·
T h e ray of the lamp fell upon her pale fac e,
and the moment Frank cau ght sight of l1er feat u res he gave a start and gasped:
"Good gracious ! It's Jennie Carter!" ·
Thrilled with ama~ement and alarm, the boy
ran to t h e outer door, p ushed it open and sprang .·
into the ore-house.
Neither of t he two men h ea1·d or saw him, and 1
he stealth ily crept toward t h e rear of the room,
feeli ng in his pocket for his pistol.
Unlu ckily he did not have it, nor could he think
where it was.
·
Nevertheless he went on, determined to a ttack
the two men and r escue the g ir l, anyway. •
1
A few steps further - on and he saw a stout 1
st ick on the floor a nd eagerly snatched it up.
The two men had gone into the rear room, and
the newcomer no w took t he gag from the girl 's
mouth and said:
"It's useless for you to try to escape. It only
leads you into troubl e. The best th ing you ca n
do is to behave yourself and no harm shall befr ll
you. Sooner than }et you go free, I wou ld ki 11
you, girl..L.do you understand?"
"You mon ster!"· h oarsely cded Jenn ie. "One,,
t hiR is fou n d out vou will pay dearly for thi s outrage, you can depend."
"Don't be a fool. It ~hall never be found out ."
"You lie!" sh outed Frank, leaping into th .·
room with the fury of a tiger. "Your perfidy i.;
known already !"
"Shoot him!" 1·oared the watchm i•n, r ecoili'nit
and drawing a revolver. "He's the prowler T
was after--"
"You'll shoot me, ·hey?" cried Frank ring ingly .
"Oh, I guess not!"
And whack! went his stick a gain :-t tl1 D watchman's head, knocking him down ·on th e floor .

CHAPTER XII.
l>espar d in the T ender.
The !_amp fel-1 · crashing to the floor fr om the
watchman's hand. an d th e oil scatter ed on the
floo1· boards a nd caught a fire.
·
With a wild yell. of alarm the other man made
a rush for the door and sped away. Frank rn:n
over to Jennie and cut her bonds. exclaiming:
"Come; quick; get out of here !"
"Oh, Frankl Thank h eaven you have founcl
me!"
"The ,vh ole pl ace will b~_ in flames in a few
minutes."

'
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"For pity's sake, drag out the watchman. Bad lifelong obligation to you. I'll never forget how
as he was, I don't ·want to see him burned to you saved poor Jennie."
death. He is stunned."
"Mr. Carter, you needn't feel that way," refellow out of the house, and, plied the young engineer. "You know, Jennie is
The boy pulled
seizing Jennie's hand, they ran for the railroad my beau, and there isn't a thing in the world I
track.
wouldn't do' for her."
· Just as they passed a dense grove of trees
"Well, you have my full . consent to pay attenthere came a pistol shot from a~ong them, a tions to her," said the old operator, "for I firmly
bullet whistled past Frank's head, and he saw a believe that there isn't a nobler character than
·
man vanish ih the shrubs.
yours on the face of the whole earth."
"The coward!" cried the boy. "He thought he
"You flatter me, I'm sure, sir. But you can
would murder me. But his aim was too poor to bet I'm going to try to deserve the high opinion
do the job."
you have of me. And, furthermore, I advise you
"Frank," panted the girl, "who is he?"
to keep a sharp watch over your child. • You re"I don't know. Do you?"
alize how she threatens Despard's peace of mind.
"No. He is the person who was in the carriage And as you are aware what n unprincipled
that came to our house with a note from you for scoundrel he is, you know very well that he will
me."
exert every effort to put the girl where she can"Then you don't even know why you were not damage him."
stolen?"
"I tealize allahat, my boy."
"I was not told. I tried to escape, but the
As Jennie puT her little hand -in Frank's, she
watchman captured me just before you arrived. asked eagerly~
But how in the world did you ever trace me to
"When am I going to see you again, Fr~k?"
'
this place?"
"That depends upon circun4;tances," he replied.
Frank told her as they_hurried down the track "If your father only had a station in Newtown
toward the Dead Man's Ranch station, at which now it would be pleasanter for us."
.
he now saw his train stalled, and that girl was
"He intends to go there next week."
amazed . .
•
"Why, has he a chance?"
"Simon Despard is the only person who would
"Yes. The Newtown operator offered to exhave a special interest in putting you out of the change places with him, as his people are out this"'
way," said Frank. "It therefore must have been way and he wants to be near them."
at his instigation that you were abducted. He
"Then try to induce your father to take it."
feared your evidence would convict him of his
"You can just bet I shall, Frank."
foul attempt to keep Mr. Livingston away from
As no one was looking, Frank gave her a kiss,,
the directors' meeting at Bison City. Jennie, · and with a hasty good-by he boarded his engine
your evidence would send that man to the gal- and they sped away.
lows. He knows it, and I am sure. that is the
Bison City was reached fifteen minutes behind
reason he tried to spirit you away. But some time,
and the wrecked mail-car and the captive
strange fatali~y brought me to this place, and it ' bandits
turned over to the post-office &useems as if it were 'done so that I could 'Save you thorities were
a sworn statement from Frank.
with
it."
shows
result
from your enemy. Anyhowhthe
not held responsible for the deaths
was
boy
The
while
and
station,
e
t
Just then they reached
•
bandits.
the
of
father,
her
see
to
office
the
into
Jennie ran
conheartiest
the
received
he
contrary,
the
On
them
told
and
crew
Frank met Joe and the train
gallant
his
for
authorities
the
from
gratulations
what had befallen him.
when fightin,; them.
A great conflagration in the neighborhood of conduct
went to their boarding-house tired
boys
The
the abandoned mine showed that all the buildings out that night,
and after a he~Tty meal they
had caught afire now.
in.
turned
Th boy sent the two mail guards back for the
On the following morning they had to go to
dead outlaw's body, and then~ turning to Joe, h~
court, of course, but Mr. Miller, the railroad atasked:
"Did you have any difficulty in stopping the torney, was there to protect their interests, and
the two bqys were finally dismissed.
train here?"
They barely had time to get back to the railroad
"None at all,"• grinned the young stoker.
"I'm glad to hear it, Joe. I see we are side- depot to run their train .on schedule for Newtown.
And just before they started Mr. Livin~ston
tracked, and -a s we are about half an ho~r ~e" hind time, I'm going to hurry oµt on the mam hne and his lawyer board the cab, and the president
so we can go on. Say, Dick," he added to the said:
"I'm going to ride back with you, Frank. We
conductor, "I am ready 'to proceed. Is the track
have something very important to say when you
open?"
have a little leisure."
"So the t elegraph operators say."
"Very well, sir," replied the boy, as he sent
"Then I'll put her right through. Get your
his locomotive over the switches and brought her
passengers aboard."
While they were getting readyt the two guards out on the main line. "Talk away. I am listenbrought back the dead bandit's Dody' and placed ing."
"Well, I'll start right in, then. My atto~ey
.
ft in the wrecked mail-car.
Just before they started Ralph Carter and Jen- wants to get your affidavit in regard to all th.n
nie came out, a:rid the telegraph operator shook Simon Despard has done to injure you and I."
"For what purpose, sir?"
hands warmly with the boy _arjd said in tremulous
"I intend to prosecute Despard."
tones:
"And I'm surprised that you stood &O md
"I only just heard -my daughter's story, Frank,
and your gallant condu_ct has put me under a from him in silence so far."

tlie
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"You say I dare not prosecute you. \Veil, you'll
see whether I will or not."
"Very well," sneered Despard. "Rush right t c,
your doom if you want to. · But you'll bitterly regret it. · I've got a ·grip on you, and you know
it. I could put you in prison if I wanted"to."
"You'll soon have an opportunity to t est your
power, sir."
•
"All right, old man. Matters between you and
I have got to come to a crisis. It may as well be
now as at any other time. You can't prove any
of your charges aga inst me, but I can and will
prove the charge I am going to bring, that you,
Mortimer Livingston, are a murde:cer!"
With a face as pale as death he leaped to his
feet.
"Stop!" he cried, holding up his trembling
hand. "You lie!"
"Do I?" sneered Despart. "We shall see about
that. Don't forget that l can prove what I say.
You are not only a murderer, but you killed your
own wife and child!"
E veryone was amazed to hear tnis terrible
charge, and they saw the railrpad president cowe1
back, with his hands over his face, and heard
him groan in accents of intense anguish:
"I · can't stand this much longer."
Frank felt a pang of pity for the old man, and
it inflamed his anger against the exulting scoundrel who was so cruelly stabbing him with sne ers
and threats and horrible accusations.
"We've had enough of this !" he exclaimed.
CHAPTER XIII.
"You get back to the train, Despard, or I'll kick
you off the tender! Do you hear?"
The President's Story.
The villain retreated before the boy, for there
was a dangerous glitter in Franl<'s dark eyes
There was an awkward silence after Despard.
he advanced.
spoke. Mr. Livingston's face had turned deathly as·"All
right; I'll go!" he exclaimed. "At Bison
pale, and an expression of intense amazement City I saw
him enter the cab, and I thought I'd
shone in his lawyers' eyes. Joe, of course, had show him that I was!l'c afraid of his threats
nothing to say, but Frank was not letting the against me. Good-day, gentlemen I"
dark-faced villain browbeat him.
And with a mocking grin on his cadaverous
He turned upon Despard, shook his fist in face,
Despard disappeared over the back of the
his face and cried:
"You sneaking cur, you may have some secret tender, and Frank returned to the cab.
Mr. Livingston glanced up at the l>oy with a
power ove"r this old gentleman, but you can't defy
me. If Mr. Livingston can J:>e intimidated by ha ggard expression, and, suppressing his agita·
your threats, I won't--do you understand that? tion, h e exclaimed:
"I su ppose you all think I am a pretty hard
I've got a grudge against you on my own account,
and I'm going to take the law in my own hands case; but it rea lly is not as bad as my nephew
tried to ma:irn it appear. He has just revealed a
and settle it r ight now."
H e caught the vmain by the throa t a s he spoke secret of mine which has been kept for many
and slapped his face until Despard's cheeks stung year s. By holding that secret over me in the
fo r m of a threat, Siinon Despard has for years
while he was str uggling to escape.
"Let go!" yelled the man hoarsely. "You are been bla ckmailing me. He used it to get money
choking me," and he fought like a madman to get' out of me. He used it to make me secure him
his present position in our company, and he has
out of the boy's powerful gri:p.
By a violent effort he tore himself free and u sed it to force me in many ways to obey his will.
My life was becoming intolerable. I made up
retreated.
Frank leaped toward him again and cr ied furi- my mind to defy .him at last, and I am going to
do so, s ince I know ho w he has been ·trying t o
ously:
"Defy Mr. Livingston if you want to. But I'll injure me."
"Don't if it will get you into tr ouble," advised
make it a point to g ive the evidence of Miss Carter, Joe and myself to the police, and if it don't the lawyer in warning tones. "He may utterly
land you and your accomplices in jail I miss my ruin you, sir."
"Perhaps he may," replied the old gentleman
guess."
. "Call off this fool, Livingston!" pan~d th.e vil- grimly. "But I don't care. Since you have heard
so much, I am going to explain what he rferred
'
leJn. "Call him off!"
Frank paused to see what the railroad mag- to. You may a s well know the whole story, sinco
you have heard his accusation."
nate would do.
·
"I'll do nothi.ng of the sort," coldly answered
(To be con t·i nued.)
the nresident. who had now recovered his couraze.

"You won't, . boy, when .J tell you that that
man is my nephew!'
·
"'Wha t!" cried Frank in amazement. "Despard
1
your nephew? '
·"He is. That is why 1 hesitated to proceed
against him. He is my sister's son-the only living ;relative I have in th~ world. It was my generosity that put him in j the affluent position he
holds today, and the ungirateful villain repaid my
goodness by trying to ruin m e. Now, with the
evidence that you, Jennie Carter and Joe Fox can
gfre I intend to land him in a prison cell."
' "Do you intend to pick Ul> J ennie during the
run back?"
"No. I've had her father . t r ansferred to the
Newtown station, and we will fina h er there when
we get back. As for Joe, why he is here to tell
wh!t he knows; and I'm pretty sure that the evi- .
dence of you three will be enough to convict the
man."
)
"Indeed!" sai.d a sneering voice behind them,
and they turned around just in time to see Despard coming over the coal in the tender toward
him.
There was a mocking smile on his dark, swarthy
face, and he pointed a firiger at Livingston and
added savagely:
"And I defy you to injure me, Mortimer Livingston! You dare not, and you know it very
well!"
'
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sixty-three, had his left ear torn off· in a motor accident. He was taken to the West London Hospital, where the ear was stitchecl on again. It wa s
NEW YORK, MAY 14, 1926
the first case of the kind at the hospital.
"The man is doing well," a hospital official
stated after the oper a tion. "When he has f ully
recovered the marks will hardly be noticeable."
An earlier operation at the same hospital was
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head a nd disentang ling the shi r t from the lung;.
L. I,' . Wlldn, Trcaa.
166 W. 23d St., N. Y. .
With the removal of t he obsta cle the heart went
back t o its norma l position.
The extrac tion of a bullet from t he brain was
an operation succe-ssfuly per formed at Charing
Cross Hospital on a man who shot himself in the_
Law Cour t s last Augu st .
TO AID STARVING INDIANS
Through trails piled from six to ten feet hjgh
in places with snowdrifts, three men are makmg
their way by dog team to the relief of a tribe of
starving Indians in the barren lands to the north.
Corporal Blake of the Royal Canooian Mounted
Employee-I would like more salary. I am going
Police and two half-breed guides make up the
to get married! Employer-Sorry, but I'll have
.
·
relief party.
A shortage of caribou meat, on which t_he In- to reduce it. I am · going to get mar ried myself. "
dians subsist in Winter, has brought a famme.
He-Do you think kissing is a s dangerous as
Corporal l3lake and his guides rec~ntly found
put
two women of the tribe in a pitiful condition from the doctors say? She-Well, it ha certainly
end to a good many confirmed ba chelors, at
lack of food a nd brought them here. They t old an
a st-0ry of suffering, for after the Indians had any rate.
consumed their dogs they had no means of exit
Little Willie (who has an inquirin~ mind ) -1..
from a winter-Jocked country, and are starving.
_ Taking additional supplies, Corporal BlaI:c-e Papa, are all men really born free and equal'!
sta1·ted on a twenty-day trip to find the mam Mr. Henny peck- Yes, but a good ma ny of thetjt
marry.
,
branch of the tribe.
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SURGERY MARVELS BY BRITISH DOCTORS
·ATTRACT ATTENTION.
An operation on one of the four valves of the
human heart.
Restoration of sight to a boy.
Removal of a bullet from a man's brain. '
Stitching on of a man's ear which had been
severed.
These are som e of the marvel of surgery which
have been performed in London hospitals du ring
the la t years, says " The London News."
The b·oy whose sight was restored is the fiveyear-old son of a widow living off Mile End Road.
The mother dr eaded the operation, but success attended the surgeon's efforts, and wh en the eye
shades were removed from the boy's eyes his first
question was: "Can I see the man what's opened
·
my eyes ?"
In October Tom Freemantle Perry, of Southampton, was operated on by Dr. Roberts, the chest
specialist at St. Mary's Hospital, Roehampton,
and a T urk ish bullet was extracted from his left
lung, vhere it had been for nearly ten years. Ribs
had to be removed and the lung cut open in order tr, abstract the bullet.
RP.« ell'*!~ a man named George Cla rk, aged

"What became of your bright young clerk;
wasn't he a good salesman?" ·"Good salesman?
Huh I I had to have him arrested to keep him
from taking me into the firm!"
"I hear you' re going to move. What's the matter, don't you like your apartment ?" "It isn't
that; there's a foreign couple living next door."
" What an absurd reason! ,You're too particular !"
"You don't under tand. They're always quarreling and m:v wife ca n't understa nd a word they
say!"
Mr. De F lir te-So you've been hidi ng behind
the screen, and have seen me kiss you r sister,
Tommy? Well , I've given you a shilling not to
tell, you know. Tommy-Yes, but I want two
shillings. I saw you kiss my other si. ter when I
was hiding behind the shru bs.
" Pat came along while Mike was engaged in
painting a fence and stopped in amazement as he
saw the · speed at which Mike ·was working.
"vVhat are you working so fast for, Mike?" asked
Pat. "Sure," said Mike. "I'm trying to get
th r ough painting the barn before my paint gives
out" ·
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At Times the Lion Is a
Wonderful -Coward
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ti!ll. He lay ~n his 1:1tomach, head ,to me, and I

did not see him until I was almost upon him.
He sprang up with a growl, made a short spring, ·
and seized me by the left shoulder, and next
moment I was down and he was standing over
me. It had come so suddenly that I was dumfounded. . I did not make a move, nor call out.
The beast could have done for me in fifteen
seconds liad he so willed, but after he had downed me and growled a little, he backed off, and as
soon as I moved to get up he ran away like a
scared cat. I had a good look at him as he
stood over me, a!ld ~ noticed a long, deep cut,
or scratch, on his right foreshotilder. It had
been made by the claws of another lion or by
the horn of a buffalo, and was just beginning to
heal. The beast had all the advantage of me,
and his ru~ning away could be laid to nothing
but cowardice, but he was to redeem himself.
When we had gone into camp that evening there
were fifty people of us, with four or five wagons
a score of jiorses, and from thirty to forty bul~
locks. We made quite a village, and a noisy
one. _Just when the supper fires were being
replemsh~d, and ~hen everybody was moving
about, this same hon came out of a thick piece
of woods, roared loudJy, and then walked straight
at us.
His roar aroused us, but no one supposed he
would come nearer. The old fellow came forward at a -dignified gait until he had traversed
half the distance, and then, making half a dozen
bounds, he entered camp. No one was ready for
him, and there was a great scat~ering. Some
of us sprang for trees and others dived into the
tents; and such a row among the horses and
oxen you never heard. The old lion stood in a
clear spot in the -center of the camp, and roared
and growled and switched his tail aboJit us and
bade us defiance, and before any one of µs could
make ready for a spot at him, he sprang upon
a cow, rolled her over, and then fastened his
teeth into her neck a~ drew her out of camp,
passing so close to one of the fires as to drag
the hind legs of the cow over the coals. As soon
as he, was clear of the camp a dozen of us
sprang ou\ with our guns and fired at him by
sound, and by great good luck two of the bullets
hit him in the head and finished him. We had
seen him drag the cow off as easily as a man
could draw the body of a dog, and to make a
comparison of strength we ordered four natives to take hold of the carcass. They could
barely move it. It took seven of them to drag
it back to tlM fires, and they had a hard tug at
that.
The next adventure ;howed botlt the bravery
and fierceness of the animal in one. I had been
out alone with my· rifle, and was on my way
back to camp,._ and at about 5 o'clock m the
evening skirted a sink ox water hole on the edge
of a dense wood. Suddenly -a lion uttered a ,terrific roar, and I looked up to find a big f ellow
facing me. He had been c1·eeping down the edge
of the wood, perhaps routed out of his lair by
some of our men who had been working in
that section. He was not over 300 feet away,
and I knew at first glance that he was mad. His
mane was up, his tail switching, and he meant
fight. He could have been under . cover at a
jump, and thus avoided me altogether, a:nd this

I believe that every man who has been in the
lion country will agree with me that he would
rather meet a full-grown lion under almost any
circumstance than an English buUdog. The lion
is the king of beasts only now and then. Now
and then he is the king of cowards. A bulldog·
is all determination. A lion schemes and calculates and tal<es no chances.
While assisting in the offjc1al survey of the
nothern portion of Cape Colony it was ari almost
every-day occurr~nce to sight a lion, and the
adventures of our party were numerous, if not
perilous. We got so that we feared the beasts
only at night, or when we came UJ?On them at
their meals. Almost the fh-st lion I saw in-Africa
proved himself an arrant coward. I was left to
set a boundary stone between the districts while
the surveying party moved on. The hunters
were out after £rest meat, the camp was two
miles away, and I was working with my back
to a patch of tall grass with a bush in the center
of it. The entire party of us had stood for a
quarter of an hour without seeing or suspecting
any danger, but a lion was all the while concealed
in the patch. He kept quiet until the men were
a mile away, and then crept forward for a
spring at me. I heard a movement in my rear
as I worked away, and whirling about I found·
myself face to face with a full-grown lion. He
iWas crouched for a spring, and would have been
µpon me.in another ten seconds.
· I was terribly scared and had no time to collect my wits, but I did just the right thing after
all. I jumped right at the brute with a loud yell, ·
and he went bounding away like a ball. I followed him into the patch in my excitement, and he
ran out on the open plain,' dropping his tail
like a cur, and evidently badly rattled. I had
a light spade in my hands, and as he dodged
about to get back to cover I hit him a .swinging
bl-ow over the rump. He yelled out like a dog hit
with a stone, fell over, made a dash between my
legs and again got into the grass. I followed
close upon his heels, yelling at the top of my
voice, and what did the coward do but bolt for
the open with his tail dragging in - the grass.
As he left cover I flung the . SJ.lade and struck
hir:n in the side and staggered him. He growled
and showed his yellow fangs, but there was no
fight in him. When I jumped at him he ran
away over the plain toward broken ground, and
af ter chasing him for a quarter of a mile, I
gave up and sat down. The men of the party
came r unning up, amazed and astonished, and,
even though they had seen all that happened,
they could scarcely credit their sight and senses.
I knocked the courage all out .o f the beast by
wheeling on him just at the right second.
By upsetting his plan I made a coward of him.
Had a bulldog meant to attack me, by tuming
o:n him would not have made the slightest difference.
' A few weeks later, while pushing my way
down a dry ravine to reach an eminence on wnich
I was to display a flag to the surveyor, I turned
a bend at a trot and ran square upon a lion,
whn wa« i:rnawina at thA honas of soma nlci vie- i.vn11lrl havP. hP.Pn r.harar.t.Prhstir. nf a Jinn <l.is-
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turbed at that hour of the day. I b1·ought my limb, and I could see his eyes shining like diarifle down, and aimed to hit him between the monds.
.
eyes, and pulled the trigger. The ball grazed his
The panther would have to spring about
skull, knocking him down and making him crazy twenty f eet to reach me. The lion knew what
for a moment. I suspected from his antics that he was after, and he dashed to and fro urider
he was only touched, and knew that a s soon as the tree and kept up such a roaring that all other
he had ·gathered himself he would come for me. boasts quit for the time .in disgust. I was facing
He was whirling round and round and rolling the panther as I sat on my perch. It seemed
over, and there was ·no show for a fair_ shot. I to me that- I was doomed to be eaten by one or
therefore made a bolt for the nearest t r ee, and the other, and the only possible show I had
was just off the ground when the lion screamed was ~ shot at the panther. I could see nothing
out, and I dropped my gun to get above his . but his. eyes, but I held my i:evolver as steadily
reach;
a s possible and pulled the trigger . I think the
It was a close call for me. The blood blinded beast was just r ~ady to spring. I cannot say
him .as he made his spring, and the paw which that I hit him, but the fl.ash and report would
struck at me passed clear of my body. He went have confused him. I had hardly fired when he
to the ground in a heap, rolled over two or three
came for me, but f ell short, and- down he went to
times, and before he was up I was out to reach. be seized by the enraged lion. Tha t fight wo';ild
I got a seat about twenty-five feet from the have been worth going a long way to see. It
ground, and the way -that old fellow raged and lasted f~lly fift een min_utes, and the fierce snarls
raved for the next quarter of an hour was a cir- and terrible roars kept me in a tremble. By and
cus to see. He had been in ill temper before I by both 1!easts seemed to have had enough, and
raked his skull. He was now so mad that h e the conflict ceased. I h eard the lion walking
would have faced a regiment of men. From the about and whining and moaning, but after a few
limb where I sat to the next, ten feet higher, tbe minutes these sounds ceased, and I was not.
tree was smooth, and I did not dare attempt to further distu1·bed during the night. When day"'
climb it. I was just safe and no more. The light came I saw the panther dead at the foot'
enraged beast made all sorts of attempts to of the tree, .and just at the edge of the pool was,
reach me, even trying to climb, but I was safe. the dead body of the Jion. He had gone there.
Several times he ran back on the plain a few to drink, and had tumbted over just a s he turned
rods and then came for me Hail Columbia, spring- fi:om the water.
ing up to within three or four feet of my perch
I examined both bodies carefully before I left.
but never coming high enough. His repeat;J Such work with teeth and claws few men ever
failures angered him still further, and if a lion s aw. The lion had seized each foreleg of the
ever lost his head and got mad from nose to, tail, panther and crushed the bones of the ankle in
that fellow did. When he found he couldn't get his teeth. He had torn his neck in a horrible
me, he made circles ·around the tree, rolled over manner, and had bitten the flesh of one of his
and over, and his growls and roars were -enough cheeks until a pull would have exposed the jawto set me in a chill.
bone on that side. · The panther had bitten the,
I had my revolver, but it contained only three lion about the throat and breast, but had decharges, and I had no more ammunition. I
pended mor e on his claws. With th~ e he had
should have to reach his brain or heart to kill literally disembowelled the king.
him, and he would not give me an opportunity
Fifty miles to the south of where this adfor a steady shot. I soon saw that I was doomed venture happened one of our m en was one mornto pass the night in tl;le tree, and I then decided ing pu shing his way through the high grass '
to save my bullets for some other danger which along the left bank of a dry creek when a
might be expected. The. sun had hardly• gone lioness, lion and two half-grown cubs sprang up
rlown when darkness came on. The lion gave up befor e him. There was no time to retreat, and
t rying to reach me and sat up at the foot of the he w as too dumfounded to cr y out. The lions
, 1·ee, and as the darkness grew deeper I could stood and stared fo r a few seconds, evidently ··ee his eyes blaze like coals. It was no use ex- more frightened than t he man , and then went of?
pecting any help from the camp, for no one would · with a r ush. That day, as we sat in the shade
know which way to look for me, and after a of a great tree eating our lunch, we were sudden- _
while I got a hitch around the tree with my scarf ly saluted with a roar of defiance. Our tree stood
a nd took such precautions a s would prevent me in the open, nearly a quarter of a mile from thQ
from falling off the limb should I go to sleep. fo rest, and t here were t wenty-two of u s around
That was a lior r ible night. At an -earl¥ hours the fire. It wa s h igh noon, with a br ight sun,
every species of wild beast and night bird was an d yet a !~on came out of the woods and directa~tir , and pandemonium reigned through the ly toward us, r oaring a s h e came an d evidently
forest. Twice befor e midnight other lions ap- full of fight . The native ca lled out that it was
pr oach ed the t r ee, to be driven off by t h e sent r y, one of those h e h ad seen in the grass and for
a nd a t roop of elephants
their · way to the a t ime n on e of u s moved. H owever, it soon bepool passed within a hundred feet . About mid- came eviden t t h at the old fellow meant mischief,·
night the lion took on at a great r ate, scr atching
a nd we seized guns and sp ears. H e held straight
u p t he leaves an d switching his tail in defiance, for the crowd, r oaring an d g rowli ng, and the
and I h eard fierce growling and snarling from
instant the first shot was· fi red h e increased his
some bea st which turned out t o be a panther, for
g ait to a rush. He was among u s in . a few
I heard his claws raking t he bar k as he climbed seconds and for a couple of minutes there waa
a t ree a f ew yards awa y. I knew what h e was
wild excitem ent. Two or three men were knock' after, and I got ,my revolver r eady an d foll owed
ed down, two bitten , one struck by a bullet inhim by soun d. He a scended t o t h e height of - tended for the lion, and the beast was fin a lly killabout thirty-eight f ~et, came toward me on a ed by the thr ust of a spear.
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FROM EVERYWHERE
'
A WONDERFUL VIEW.
. The lookout man on the liner Majestic, the
world's largest ocean greyhound, is 180 feet above
the water level and in clear weather he has a
view covering some 900 square miles of ocean.
WORLD'S FIRST AUTO FOUND
, What is said to be the :first automobile in the
'li.rorld was discovered by the officers of the A. E.
F; near Le Mans, France, i{I the magnificent
stables of the estate of the Marquis de Broe, says
Leslie's Weekly. The authentic 1·ecord of this
self-propelled road car is that it was built (at
enormous expense) in 1878. It was used on long
toad trips, and had a speed of about twenty-eight
miles an hour, but the marquis stopped using it,
as it frightened the neighbors' horses I
,. The · car was discovered by officers who were
invited to the castle by the marquis. It somewhat
resembles a stage coach in design, having a power.ful engine in the front and a chimney in the
rear. It was propelled by. steam, much as our
steam rollers are today.
The small wire railing at the top was intended
to hold baggage while traveling, and it is evident
·that the car was fitted up with every convenience.

AMERICAN EXPLORERS - TAKE GAS
BOMBS TO NEW GUINEA
. Tear-gas bombs, hand-grenades, rifles and an
airplane are included in the equipment of an
American scientific equipment headed by Professor Matthew Stirling, of Berkeley, Cal., which
has arrived at Batavia, Japan, en route to the
interior of New Guinea to penetrate unexplored
territory and study the pygmies and other unknown tribes.
The party includes Stanley A. Hedberg, of Chicago; historian of the expedition; R. K. Beck, of
St. Petersburg, Fla., photographer; H. H. Hyde,
o-f New York, pilot, and A. E . Hamer, of Colfax,
la, mechanic. · Professor Stirling hopes to make
photographs from the air and also to alight at
Lake Habema, in the Nassau mountain range,
where no white man has been before. The expedition is sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution.
WORLD'S POSSIBLE PO;E'ULATION
Sir George H. Knibbs, in Scientia, gives different estimates of the possible population of the
world ranging from 2,942,000,000-if the world's
existing populati_on increased in ratio of 0. R.
Baker's estimate pf possible increase in the
United - States agricultural area-to 9,792,000,000-if all existing arable land in the world could
support from three persons_ per acre-and a :final
maximum of 13,440,000,000 if an average of a
person per two and one-half acres applied to the
whole land surface of the world.
Assuming that the present standard of living is
retainM. toirether with the 01·esent national

prejudices and egotisms, Sir George considers it
doubtful whether the population will ever reach
the 5,ooo,ooo;ooo limit. If man better co-ordinates his efforts so as to involve less expense in
non-productive effort, then possibly the advance
of science may enable the 7,000,000,000 limit to
be reached. The friendly study of universal economic conditions and of the adjustment of all territorial and economic relations, together with the
advances made through systematized knowledge,
would perhaps make possible a popu1ation of
9,000,000,000, though this would leave only a
small area available to each individual.
ABOUT WILD HORSES The early Spanish explorers were the first to
bring wild horses to this continent. In 1776
Padre Escalante, in search of a route from Santa
Fe to the mission of California; penetrated what
is now Northwestern New Mexico, Western
Coloraqo and Southern Utah. He left many of
his horses along the way. Some of them strayed
from the band and others were run off by unfriendly Indians and allowed to run wild. Thus
was formed the nucleus of the vast army of wild
horses which now roam over the plateau region
of Northern Arizona, Utah and Nevada. In Montana.. and other northern states most of the wild
horses undqubt~dly are descendants of strays
from ranches. Apparently these have not been .
worth rounding up in 1·ecent years.
The horses brought here by Coronado and the
other early Spanish explorers · were of pure
Arabian blood and today, while most of the wild
ho,rses /ire, through inbreeding, small, shaggy,
hardy creatures, capable of great endurance, occasionally there wm · be a throwback in a band
that shows the Arabian strain of • their forefathers. '.J;'.hese groups are known as pinto bands.
Pinto is the Spanish word for "paintld" and has
long been used by the Westerner to denote the
spotted horses Easterners are o familiar with
through tlie circus.
It is estimated that the range gras$ eaten by
the vast army of wild horses in Montana in the
year would feed 2,000,000 head of sheep or 800,000 head of cattle. The livestock interests can
hardly be blamed, even by the romantic mind, for
trying to combat such .a condition. The Legislature has helped them to the extent oi passing a
law calling for the extermination of-wild horses
in the State. Round-ups, such as are oi:ganized
for gathering cattle, have been held in a dozen or '
more Montana counties and hundreds of horses
have been brought in, sold at public auction or
slaughtered. The carcasses are turned over to
government trappers for coyote or wolf bait, or
sent East, where they are butchered for their
hides, the meat being sold to factories, where, it
is made into dog biscuits or canned for human
consumption abroad. The horses sold at auction
b,r ing anywhere from 50 cents to $20 a head.
Representatives :£rom Eastern concerns which
make a business of disposing of the hides and
by-pi:oducts are usually the heaviest bidders at
thP.sP. s::1 le s.
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GOOD READING
COUNTING HU;MAN HAIRS
After counting all the hairs on the heads of the
students, two professors at the university in Munich, Germany, found that men have from 40,000
to so;ooo hairs on their heads, while women have
from 60,000 to 70,000 .•
THE INDOLENT BEE
The chief entomologist of the Sceptics' Club
has found that the busy bee may not be so busy
as she is supposed to be. Each bee makes on an
average only five or •six trips a day, and each
trip lasts about 15 minutes. BetweE:n trips a bee
spends half an hour or :nfore in the hive and gives
at least half the day to uninte:i:rupted rest.
Moreover, it appears that the hardest workers
live about three weeks, whereas some of the lazier
ones survive for five months.
SOUNDS IN A GLASS
A simple and interesting experiment enables
one to trace sound vibrations in a glass of water.
Take a fine, thin glass, such as will give forth
a musical sound, if rubbed with wet fingers
around the rim, fill it nearly full of water, and,
having wiped the edges dry and smooth, place
upon the rim a cross made of two equal strips of
thin cardboard ( an old postal card will do for the
material) with the four ends bent down at right
angles, so as to prevent it slipping off.
Now, if you gently rub the outside surface of
the glass with a wet finger, it will sing or .ipve
forth a sonorous musical note. But the principal
phenomena which you are to observe in this experiment is the following: If your finger rubs
the glass below· one of the ·e nds of the cardboard
strips, the cross will not stir; but if, on the contrary, .y ou rub any other part of the glass in• a
perpendicular line with one of the four ends of
the cross, this latter will gently turn of its own
accord, until the end of the cardboard arms of
the cross arrives at a point directly abov~ the
spot where you are rubbing with your ·finger.
Thus, by placing your whole forefinger around
the middle of the glass, you can make the cross
turn at· will, as if by magic, without touching it
at all.
This Experiment demonstrates the existence of
what was called, in the science of the acoustics, .
the nodes or knots of vibration in sonorous bodies. These nodes are the' four points on the rim
of the glass at which the arms of the cross stop.
The ) paces between these points are where the
sound vibration is the strongest, and where, consequently, the branches of the cardboard cannot
rest .
FIGHTING FLY THAT ATTACKS
SPIDERS
Nearly every insect order has its warriors for
purposes of conquest 'for the making of victims,
the butterflies and moths really being the only
exceptions. In a world made up of those preying
and those being preyed upon, the latter are hardly
more numerous m species than the former, though
they constitute by far the greater numbers of inA

dividuals, nature thus mll'king a necessary eftort
to offset the 'ravages of the killers.
The wasps are nearly all flesh eating; there
is· one family of preying insects of· the grasshopper, c1·icket, cockroach order, several groups of
assass.in bugs, seve1·al also of beetles, several of
nerve-winged flies and one notably of two-winged
flies, perhaps the most widely destructive of all.
These latter are .commonly called robber flies because of their activity, along insect highways
and byways. In the taking of victims by violence and for bravery, strength and determination
they cannot be excelled, according to a writer in
the Philadelphia Ledger. Strange that among
the species of an order largely noted for its defenceless h abits the most daring l<illerii of all are
included.
Robber :flies are · generaly similar in form,
though comprising many species. They are mostly black, bluish and dark yellowish in color. T_hey
are built for speed and on hawk-like lines, having both strength and ability. They are common,
middle and late summer insects, and no more interesting observations may be made than in
watching these bloodthirsty villains out hunting.
Often -the prey . of the robber flies is taken on
the wing; more often pounced upon when at rest.
And, unlike most predacious insects, these fellows ·
draw few lines as to their victims, and will tackle
nearly everything to their taste that comes their
way, avoiding only those with unsavory and protecting odors, and not always these. The possession of defending weapons, as powerful jaws,
grasping claws and venomous stings, is no deterrent to the robber flies; thus, by sheer dash,
strength and daring and the possession of a
sword-like probocis they successfully~<overcome
bees, wasps and even the fiercest hornets and
spiders.
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BE A DETECTIVE

Earn Big Money. Work home or travel. Maks
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· ' "What would I do if I lost my job?"
W HAT
would you do? What would your
wife and children do?

Suppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained__mao: You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.
Don't have this spectie of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!
• Decide to-day that you arc going to get the specialized training you must have if you arc ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
If you really try.

you just as they are training thousands of otber
men-no matter where you live-no matter wbat
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a mon:ient of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

___ Mail tl;e Coupon To-day/ __ _
INTEIINATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4-t9~a O. Scranton. Penna.
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TECHNICAL AND

Electrical Englneorlna

Electric Llghtlnr
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop.Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine 01>erat1Da
Ch11 Engineer
Suneylng and Mapplna
Metallurg1
Steam Eo1lnoertn1
Racl!o

Sho" Card Letterlna
Stenorraph:, and T,-plna
Business English
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Common ~chool 8ubJect1
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Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for the
position you want in the work you like best. For
the International Correspondence Schools will train
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Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contah1
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

1180 Young Wild We~t Saved By a Signal; or,' Arletta

No.

1,

NAPOLEON'S

ORAOULUM

AND

DREAH

ROOK.-Contnlnlng the great oracle of human destiny
sleo the true meaning ot almost any kind of dreams
together with charms, ceremonies nnd curious games of
,·nrds.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRlCl\8.-The great book of
magic nnd card tricks, containing full Instructions on
nil leading cnrd tricks of the day, nlso the most popular
magical llh1slons as performed by our leading magicians; evf.'ry boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. S. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of
flirtation nre fully explained by this little book. BPsJ<lee the varlons methods of handkerchief, fan. glove,
rarneol, window and hat flirtation_. It contains a fnll list
,, f the lnngna,::e and ~entlment or flowers.
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-.A useful
nnd Instructive book. giving n complete treatise on
,·bemletry; olso experiments In acoustics, mechanics,
mathematics, chemistry, and directions tor making fireworks, colorPil fires. ~nd gas balloons.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-Jly
Harry Kenn Pdv. 11Jvf.'rY lntelllgPnt boy rending thJs
hook of Instructions can mastPr the a.rt, and create any
,1mount of fnn for himself nnd friends.
No. lfl. HOW TO BOX.-'I.'h e art of self-defense made
onsy. Containing over thirty !llustratlone of guards,
hlows. and the clifl'erent positions of a good boxer.
Elvery boy ehould obtain one of these useful and lnstructlvP bookR. ae it will tench you bow to box without an Instructor.
No. Jl. HOW TO W)UTE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
.-,omplete little book, containing full directions for writIng IQve-Jetters, and when to use them, giving specimen
l1>tters for ynung and old.
No. ts.

HOW TO DO IT:

OR, BOOK

OF ETJ-

QlJETTE.-lt Is a great life sPcret. ond one that every
young man ileslrPs to know all ahout. There's bapplnes8 In It.
No, lll. HOW TO BECOME RJCH.-Thls wonderful
hook present• you with the Pxample and life experience
of some ot the most notPd nnd W<'altby men In the
world. For those who asnlre to fame and fortune, this
hoot, will give you the secret.
No. 18.

HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN,_;

No. 29.

HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every

Containing full tnstru'c tlons for constructing a window
u;ardE'n either In town or country, nnd the most approved methoi!R for ral•lng heantlful flowers nt home.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-ContalnJng full Instruction In the art ot dressing nnd appearing well at home
and abroad. giving the selections or colors, material,
nnd how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTTl<'OL.-One of
the brightest and moet valuable llttle books ever given
to the world. F.verybody wishes to know how to be:
come beautlfnl. both mnle and female.
boy should know bow Inventions originated. This book
PXplalna them nil. giving examples in electricity, hy1l raullcs, mngnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics. etc.
No. 80, HOW TO COOK.-One of the most Instructive
hooks on cooking ever published. It contains recipes
fo r cooking ments. ffsh, game, and oyeters; also pies,
nuddlngs, cnk1>s nnd all kinds of pastry, and n grand
,·ollectlon of r<'clpes.
_
No. a,. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-Jt contains Information for everybody, boys, .girls, men and women; It
will tench yon bow to make almost anything around
the house. such ns parlor ornaments, mnke almost anything arouncl thP house. such as parlor ()rnnments,
hrackets. cements. Aeollan harps, anrl bird lim e for
~11tchlng birds.
No. 88, HOW TO BECOlllE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-

.\ wonderful book, containing useful and practical Information in the treatment of orclinary diseases nnil
nllments common to every family. Abounding In u,setul
nnd effective recipes for general complaints.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includlng hints ou how to catch moles, wf.'ast>ls, otter. rats,
Rqulrrels 11nd birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
ln money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York City
166 West 23d Street
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and the Vanishing Light.
Doub IP. Subffle: or, The Celebration at Buckhorn Rancli.
Capturing a Chio>f: or, Arletta A8 a CaYalr7
Scout.
and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
Gorge
•
TLft~ped In a Canyon: or, Arietta's Swing For

At A R ed kin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
At ThP. Stake
and the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta's Life at
Stoke.
'.
Racing For a Ranch: or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
Marked By Mexicans: or, Arletta and the Senor
~c~'.ie "Sliver Kid," or, The DnnrJy of the

'cf

and the Yellow· Bull; or, Arietta's Daring Escape.
Surrounded By Den th; or, The Seven Sticks or
D ynnmlte.
ll!l2 " 8tnking n Claim; or, Arietta On GunrC:
1193 " <lr~as!'r Chase: or, The Ontlnws of the Border.
1194 " Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the WIid
Horses.
1195 " Booming a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened a
t Golcl Mine>.
.
1196 ' nnd the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arletta
~s nn Auctioneer.
1197 " Ousting the Outlnws; or, The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
1198 " nnd thl' 1're11sure ot the Lake; or, Hop Wah's
Magic Trick.
1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By Rustlers .
1200 " Trapping the Redskins; or, The Laeit Raid of
Crazy Horse.
1201 " a;:ot.the Caye Gang; or, Arletta's Desperate
1190

"

1191

"

1202

"

!203
1204

"
"

1205

"

Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luck a Grizzly
Brought.
Electecl a Chief: or. Arietta and the Papoose.
and "St!ngPr J'ack"; or, The Illulf That
Wouldn't Work.
a ~m~~e Tricky Trapper; or, Arietta After BIi

0

Givinir It Straight: or, The Worst Camp of All.
Gunning for Ounmen; or, A11letta and the
Greaser Ruffians.
1208 " Snrrn1.1nded by Golt); or, A Treasure Worth a
. million.
1209 " Baffllng Den th; or. Arietta and th!.' ,Chasm.
1210 " and the RPcklf·89 Regulars; or, Sa
g a Com•
pany of Cuvnlry.
1211 " "Busting" a Show,; or, Arietta and th e Actr'!!ls.
1215 " Locating n Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle
Bar.
1212 " anJatWim!~~ncho Boss; or, Catching a Craft7
1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The J'oke That Made a
Fortune.
1214 " Trappe<! by Greasers; or, Arletta and the
SPcret Pas~age.
1216 " Government Contract: or, Arietta and, the Pon7
Express.
1217 " Blir Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper or tho
n. B. Ranch.
1218 " Tw<'lve Shots; or, Arietta nnd the Raiders.
1219 " ancl the Golden Image; or, Lured to the Valley
of Denth.
1220 " Balking a Raid; or, Arletta's Leap for Liberty.
1221 " Hunting in the Sierras; or, Arletta and the
Cinnamon Bear.
1222. " S11ving the Block-house; or, Arletta nnd the
Alltes Aattack.
1223 " nnd the Reclskin Traitor; or, The Slf.'ge In the
Sancl Hills .
1224
Holding a Herd; or, Arietta's Fiery Race
1225 " ancl the Ten Cow-Pun.chers; or, Besting a Bad
Bunch.
·
1226 " Cn ught In a Cavern; or, Arletta's Shot In the
Dark.
1227 " Dividing the Gold; or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
1228 " After the Trail Thlevee; or, Arletta's RoundUp.
,
1229 " Ancl the Pn\','.J1ee Pa1eface ; or, The Old Hunter'•
Secret.
For snle by all newadealera, or will be eeut to any ad•
dress on receipt of price, Sc. per copy, In money
or postaee stamps by
1200 "
1207 "

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
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